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Schapiro Addresses Executive
Speakers Luncheon

Mr. Richard M Schapiro, NYLS '80 speaks to the
NYLS Community in an Executive Speakers
Luncheon.

Richard M. Schapiro, NYLS '80 spoke to a packed room of faculty, students and alumni at a
luncheon on March 25. Schapiro, the Managing Director of Financial Institutions at Salomon
Brothers, Inc., was the second graduate in the New York Law "'school-Baruch College joint JD/MBA
program. Mr. Schapiro began with Salomon brothers while a student as a student intern.
Mr. Schapiro told the luncheon guests that he had not planned to become involved in
investment banking, but had become intrigued as a result of his sunimer internship. Mr. Schapiro's
engaging style held the audience's attention as he spoke of his experiences and made suggestions
for students' job searches based on his experience.
In addition to his demanding career, Mr. Schapiro is very active in charitable institutions. He
is Co-Chairman of the Andrew Dreyer Memorial Fund, which provides scholarships to summer
camp for underprivileged children. He serves as a board member of the Big Apple Circus, and on
the planning committee for the Wall Street division of the United Jewish Appeal.
In addition to his New York Law-School J.D. and his Baruch M. B. A. , Mr. SchapirO holds a
B.S. in accounting from Case Western Reserve University.

Moot Court Strikes Gold (Again)!

~~~~ ' I

Be.rman, Amy Bilbija, Nicholas Caputo, and alumni
advisor Simon Kogan '84.
"In the Nassau Academy
of
Law Constitutional
"Between March 24 and
Law
Competition,
NYLS
April 3, NYLS scored four more
earned
the
semifinalist
outstanding victories.
berth! Hats off to Scott
"NYLS ranks as National
Brown,
Joseph Conway,
Champion and winner of the NaThomas
· Murphy, and
tional Best Brief in the University
alumni
advisor
Ed
of Cincinnati's Rendigs Products
McGowan
'92
.
(Mr.
Liability Law Competition! Tiiree
Conway was National Best
cheers for Carol Taffit, Kenneth
Oralist last semester in the
Fromson, and Coach Michael
Cifelli! On the way to victory
San Diego Criminal Procedure Competition, at
NYLS shut-out moot-court powwhich last year NYLS won
erhouses Fordham and SouthwestNational Best Brief.) La-st
em as well . as Southern Illinois,
year in Nassau NYLS
Indiana, West Virginia, and Northem Kentucky. The final bench of
earned Best Brief and two
years NYLS came in secthe Rendigs included some of the
Wagner Chair LtUlra Obadiah, Mike Cifelli and Moot Court
country's most prominent pr~
ond overall.
President Bryce Moses give instructions to Wagner competitors
ucts-liability professors and prac"NYLS also came in
titioners, and judges from two state
second in the country as
Supreme Courts. The Chair of the Cincinnati
"NYLS also won National Best Brief in the National Finalist in the First Annual Chief Judge
Competition, Ted Remaklaus, whose team won Widener Law School Moot Court Honor Society
first place this year in the National Health Care Corporate Law Competition! Congratulations
CONT. ON PAGE 22
Competition, is a transfer student from NYLS. on this superlative accomplishment to Meredith
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New York Law

Scboollt!porter

AN INTERVIEW WITH
PROFESSOR SEYMOUR I. FEIG
Professor Seymour I. Feig is one of the
leading professionals in the field of entertainment law. He is well-known from coast to coast
and is sought out for advice and assistance in
this fascinating field. He bas worked with the
leaders in the entertainment law field from coast
to coast. He now shares his knowledge with
New York. Law School students so that they can
benefit from his 30 years of experience.
BACKGROUND:

I realized I had only been taught an academic
approach. I see a need to teach about the real
world."
Jackie George: "How long have you ·been
a Professor at New York Law SChool?"
·
Professor Feig: "I have been teaching for
ten years at New York Law School and prior to

...

Professor Feig started in the field of entertainment as a sales assistant with RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., and then went into the Legal
Department and Sales Department at RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. as a Special Liaison. He served
as Counsel to Distribution and Competitive
Bidding Department, and then served as the
Business Affairs Attorney with the William
M<?rris Agency, Inc. From 1967 through 1970,
Professor Feig was the Vice President of Business Affairs Department, General Attorney and
Assistant Secretary of Creative Management
Associates, Inc. He then went on to be General
Counsel and Assistant Secretary of the National
Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. He then
went on to serve as Director of Business Affairs
and Law for Brut Productions, Inc. and then as
General counsel and Director of Business Affairs for Famous Music Corporation. Prior to
going into his own private practice, Professor
Feig served as Special Legal and Business Mfairs Consultant to ABC/Dunhill Records which
acquired Paramount Records. Professor Feig
bas been practicing law for 35 years and bas been
sharing his years of experience with New York NYl.S, I taught "This Business on EntertainLaw School students on Entertainment & Com- ment" at·the New School for Social Research for
three and a half years.
munications Law.
Jackie George: "What is it· that you try to
INTERVIEW:
teach to your students about your profession?"
Jackie George: "What brought you into the
Professor Feig: "The legal profession is
teaching profession?".
fascinating and mentally taxing. It is also the
Professor Feig: "I always had a 'bent' most Socratic. It is like playing a game of chess.
towards teaching. When I got out of law school, The legal profession stimulates thought unlike

other professions like the pure sciences. Law is
an art. It is more than a science."
Jackie George: "What is it about your
Entertainment Law courses that you feel helps
the law students in the future?"
Professor Feig: "I try to teach the students
how to draft ·contracts, how to think, and how to
negotiate contracts for their clients. I also try to
teach them how to be an honest lawyer."
Jackie George: "Do you enjoy teaching?"
Professor Feig: "Teaching is something I
enjoy. I am an alumni of New York Law School
and am dedicated to this schooL I think NYLS
is just about as goOd a law school than the others
and in some ways better. NYLS bas a very
selective and varied group of students."
Jackie George: "What do you think of
New York Law School since the many changes
have taken place in the last couple of years?"
Professor Feig: I am glad to see that they
have improved all the facilities. I don't think
that this school has received enough good publicity. We read in the newspapers about various
important people and how they've gone to ivy
league schools. We seldom read that an important person received his law degree at New
York Law School. · New York Law School has
not gotten the credit it deserves. I think that the
large leading law firms could hardly compare
the ability of NYLS students to any other law
school student.
I also think that the adjunct faculty is one
of the best I have every met. 'They are front line
lawyers and that is what makes this school
great. I think the communication department is
. one of the best in the country and believe the
entertainment field is probably one of the best
areas in the communication department.
Our entertainment law Department compares to the best of the west coast, for instance
UCLA. I think we are just as good and in some
ways better. The Entertainment Law courses
which I teach are practical 'How-to Courses"
that help students step into the field of Entertainment Law.
the ability of NYLS students to any other law
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On Friday, April 23, the New York Law School Journal of Human
Rights and New York Law School successfully hosted a symposium,
"Therapeutic Jurisprudence: Restructuring Mental Disability Law" in the
Ernest Stiefel Reading Room. Therapeutic jurisprudence focuses on the
therBpeutic impact and consequences of the legal system. Considered to
be one of the most impo~t new theories of juris~ence and first
developed in the field of rDeo.tal health law, therapeutic jurisprudence is
now utilized to understand the therapeutic impact of many different areas
of law. The presentations explored four different areas of law and the
implications of therapeutic jurisprudence: Criminal Law, Mental Disability Law, Institutional Law and Civil Law.
The symposium, which ran the entire day, featured the acknowledged parents of therapeutic jurisprudence, David Wexler and Bruce
Winik, as well as noted New York Law School professors Michael Perlin
and Keri Gould.
Professor Perlin opened the symposium With a short introduction to
therapeutic jurisprudence. He was followed by Professor David Wexler
of the University of Arizona College of Law, who Spoke on "Therapeutic
Jurisprudence, Criminal Courts and Issues of Justice". Professor Keri
Gould of New York Law School then presented her paper, "Therapeutic
Jurisprudence and the Federal Sentencing Guidelines".
Professor Bruce Winik of the University of Miami School of Law
reviewed "The 1992 Supreme Court Term and Mental Disability Law: A
Therapeutic Jurisprudential Analjsis".
During the afternoon session; Dr. Joel Dvoskin, Associate Commissioner for Forensic Services, New York State Office of Mental Health, and
Professor Fred Cohen, of the Graduate School of Criminal Justice, SUNYI
Albany discussed "Legal Regulation of Mental Health in Jails and Prisons:
A Therapeutic Jurisprudence Perspective". 1ney were followed by Professor Daniel W. Shuman of Southern Methodist University School of
Law, who presented "Making the World Safer Through Tort Law".
Professor Murray Levine, SUNY/Buffalo discussed "Informed Consent
and Therapist Obligation to Report Child Abuse".
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The Reporter would lik-e to extend a personal invitation for
you to join our staff. We welcome editorialS, new, cartooos,
photos and artwork. We encourage short articles and feature
stories. We also print short fiction works.
The Reporter is an open organization. Students join by
writing articles, creating cartoons, selling advertising or performing layout duties. Work on the Reporter involves learning
mastery of computers, laser printers, color scanners and other
hardware. We also learn the short cuts involved in the use of
software; WordPerfect, Word for Windows,' Aldus Pagemaker,
and Aldus Photo Styler. Working together we develop editing
and layout skills. We work together in an atmosphere of
friendly and constructive criticism as we hone our writing skills.
Most of the work of producing the Reporter is low key, but we
do learn to work together under pressure to meet publication
schedules.
Stop by our office and talk with the staff•
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THE TRIAL OF THE CHICAGO EIGHTThe 25th Anniversary Retrospective - A View From the Left
,;,1;,.;;;;;:;;;,/'•'·': : ~1.;; :·: ;.,.;:;.;: : : : .,,

from the convictions, trial Judge Julius Hoffman handed down contempt
citations to every defendant, the two trial attorneys, and two research
assistants. On appeal, the federal Circuit judges dismissed the charges,
On March 26, 1993 New York Law School's Chapter of the National reversed the contempt citations, and admonished Judge Hoffman for his
Lawyer's Guild held a panel discussion commemorating the 25th anniver- high-handed and ill-advised handling of the court-room.
The evening began with a short documentary produced by the
sary of the Trial of the Chicago Eight. The panel included several
participants from The Trial of the Century, and other activists from that era. British Broadcasting Company, featuring interviews with many of the
Other speakers included NYLS Dean Matthew Wilkes, NYLS-NLG Direc- trial's participants. After the film, the panel discussion began. The
tor of Programming Wendy Morgan, and NYLS-NLG President Phillip speakers were: Arthur Kinoy, chief appeals attorney; David Dellinger,
Parlante. The standing~room-only audience, included Judges, professors, long-time pacifist and one of the defendants; Eleanor Stein, then student
lawyers, law school staff, students, and the general legal and political organizer and now environmental attorney; John Schultz, author covering the trial; and, Lenny Weinglass and William Kunstler, attorneys for the
community.
In 1968 various elements of the progressive, anti-war, and black- Chicago Eight.
The speakers began by talking about their involvement, with the
liberation movements gathered in Chicago to protest the failure of,
President Johnson's War on Poverty and his Great Society, and the ever- trial--what it was like to be living inside the eye of the storm. They all
deepening involvement in the war in Vietnam. Chicago was chosen for the realized that something critical was taking shape at the time, but upon
protestS because it was the site of the Democratic National Convention. reflection now, it seemed even more momentous. They talked about the
As progressive forces attempted to march to the convention they were railroading of the defendants, many of whom did not even know each
brutally attacked by the Chicago Police Force. Running battles ensued for other before the trial started, and the absurdity of the notion of conspiracy
the · remaining days of the convention. Americans watched .the nightly charges against such a divergent group. They discussed the strategy of
news capture, in vivid detail, all the elements of a full-fledged police riot. how the defendants made all the political and tactical choices in the trial.
Out of the riots, eight indictments were handed down under the They related how, in the hands of the defendants, the trial became a
then-newly enacted Federal Anti-Riot statute. Astonishingly, the indict- showcase for political activism and an indictment of the American legal
ments were for the leaders of the anti-war and black-liberation struggles, system. The speakers evinced a nostalgia for the participants who are no
and not for the police or Chicago Mayor, Richard Daley.
longer with us; Abbey Hoffman's suicide a few years ago, and Mort
The ensuing trial was perhaps the turning point for the American Stavis's death this year, hung sadly over the speakers.
progressive movement. As chief counsel William Kunstler related at the
The program was designed to encourage audience participation.
program, it was an end to innocence. His respect for the American legal One speaker asked why Bobby Seale had been bound and gagged. The
system was badly marred, as it was for many other observers. He speakers responded that racism on the part of Judge Hoffman was in large
chillingly related how the one black defendant, Bobby -Seale, Chairman of part the answer. But it went further than that as well. . As much as the
the Black Panther Party, was bound and gagged after demanding his defendants chose to make the trial a political statement, the government
constitutiooal right to self-representation. At the end of the trial, and aside
IIB
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cont. on next page

NOTICE FROM THE
YEARBOOK STAFF:

TO ALL NEW YORK
LAW STUDENTS

DARTS

You can place an ad in the
1993 Yearbook for a low fee
at only:

15 DIFFERENT FLAVORS
OF WINGS, RIBS &
CHICKEN
10% DISCOUNT ON FOOD WITH
STUDENT ID
964-WING--WE DELIVER 11 AM--9 PM

$10.00
$20.00

for 25 words or less.
for 50 words or. less.

Send your ad & check to Student Services by
May 7th, 1993

Be included and remember all of
your graduating buddies by sending
them off with your last words***
MAY 1993
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CHICAGO EIGHT
Cont.••
of Richard NixOD hid allo cbolea
thia trial u a battle,round for COD·
aervative politica. In some Hille
thia wu the line dividiq America
at that time--between cooaervatism
llld radicaliam, and how the forces
from both sidea were detei'DUned
to bri1l8 the i81Uea to the American
people md to let them decide. Dave
Delliqer alao apoke of how in.spiriq Bobby Seale'• bravery wu, md
the outrap of haviq a black mm,
in modern America, bound and
aa11ed at his own trial.
Elemor Stein pve a brief history of the proareuive movemeatl
leldiq up the 1968 demonatrationa,
includiq the victory of the · VietIWDII8 iD the Tet Offeale; the JfOW·
iDJ politicalization of the atudent
body; the inlurrectioaa iD the black
COIIIIIIUDitiel acrou America of the
previOUI IUmmetj and the JfOW•
iDa knowleclae that the National
Liberation Proat of the Viemam wu
the oaly force able to eacl the war.
She taJbcl about how it wu a time
when Americana atoppecl buaineaa
u uaual, aw IQ!!Mithina wu amiu,
and became .more active.
A queation from the floor
liked where tbat moveaat weat.
Arthur KiDoi IDIWefed that it never
weat away. . It hu clwlpd, that it
hu ebbed and flowed, but that it is
atilt preaent. He aiel that the
WOIIIIIl 'a JDOWmeDt il put of that
ICnJUle, aDd 10 il tb8 aadve Ameli·
CUI. auup. He taicl that the out·
file that AmeriCID.I felt over the
Rodaey xm, verdict wu part of
that same atrugJe u aJJ. He weat
OD to •Y that Americans have DOt
loat the ltNIJle, nor hu it died or
become hidden. People have not
stopped fiptiDJ for political, economic or aocial chmae iD the Jut
tweaty·five yean, the ltru1Jle hu
juat. taken on a new character. In
. fact, the stru11le is preHDt when·
ever people fiaht back aaainst repression and conaervatism.
Bill Kunstler had the last
word, cautioniq us not to become
complacent with the new non Reaaan/Bush·administration of
Bill Clinton. While it is refreab.ina,
after twelve hard years of
Reaaanism, President Clinton hu
already beJUD retteatiDJ from some
base-line promilel, and that DOW is
.the belt time for proareasive Americans to preaa forward for chmae·
The meuaae for the eveniq
waa that chanJe is poaible; that
law school studentl can and should
participate in that chiDJe. The event
wu indicative of NYLS' Chapter of
National Lawyer'• Guild effortl for
chaDJe. In the end, lookiDJ back at
a trial tweDty·five years old wu a
way of lOQkiDa to the future for
political chiDae. Johnny Prole is a
pseudollym for a aecond year law
atudent at NYLS
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THE WRITING ON THE WAhL
The writina is on the wall.
The words· are: Di11er, homo faas
.must die, jfiWs muat die, stuff like
that. I found these choice selections
and others last semester iD the second floor library men's room written on the radiator iD a stall. It
surprised me to find them there.
Not that I'm surprised racists,
homophobes, and anti·semites at·
tend NYLS; but it seems iDCObaru·
ous that someone who scrawls
niger OD a bathroom wall will SOOD
be the proud owner of a J.D.
If the authon weren't so cowardly they mipt rai1e their banda

and exprea the8e vifNII iD clus so
everythiDJ would be out in the open.
Instead, theae writers prefer to hide
in corners like cockroaches. Of
course, there is safety iD hiding, no
one can stomp on you, no can lower
your precious grade, and no one
can see through your mask. You
are free in your toilet stall to blame
all this shit on African-Americans,
Jewish people and gay men and
women. I feel sorry for you as you
scurry around, writing your opinions in toilets.
Quite frankly, you dissust me.
You dissust me because you represent the loweat level to which humanity can . sink; you are biaots,

hate-moqera :JDd losers. Whenever wae numbers of people who
hold your VifNII CODJregate, death
follows. I do not write this to change
you. I write this to alert the NYLS
community that you are here. Some
people in the NYLS community are
under the mistaken believe that this
place is an enclave of reason ancl
intelligence. As long as you are
here, this place can never live up to
that imaae. When I come across
your handiwork, reason is not my
first response; I'd just u soon kick
your teeth iD u Write a letter like
this one. However, we are ~ law
school and a certain decorum is
expected.

Contract
Formation
Formaticn /
Deferses

March 1993 ''What Can We Do to Improve New
York_Law School'' Survey Result~
Tbaats to all the students who filled out the
survey. Not everyone filled out every part of the

Student Oqanization Offices:

Best Feature of NYLS:

Elevators:
Suck (2); poor (2); slow (3); crowded-too much
cutting in lines; Run like molasses; needs work;
Dining Room:
.
Too noisy (3); Good; Excellent, but noisy (2);
Food sucks; Great; Food is expensive and students wait around for service while staff cleans
counters; Always out of what I want to eat; Very
Nice; Great place; Put a McDo1,1ald's in and
throw the other service out; Don't care for the art
stuff;
Parking Lot:
What Parting lot? (2); Too small; Small; Need
more student spaces (3);
Library:
Good (3); Excellent (2); Great (2); Too crowded
at Legal Writing deadlines-needs about fifty
more computers; Nice staff people-very helpful; They always tum off the copy machines at
lO:OOPM; I wish students would keep it quiet;
Reading Room:
Good (2); Very Good; A; Nice, but too expensive; Very nice space; Needs receptacles for
laptop computers; Too often unavailable to students because of events;
Moot Court Room:

Courses which are offered at inconvenient
times:
9:00 AM courses suck; Why no Friday night
classes?; I'd like Saturday morning electives;
Evening students have problems with the schedule;
Use of technical teaching aids:
Good (2); I haven't bad one teacher who was
competent to run the equipment;
New Subjects that should be added:
Chee~ Law; WordPerfect, Advanced WordPerfect, and Lexis/WestLaw training should be
part of Legal Writing; Computers;
Subjects for which the Credits should be
changed:
·
Legal Writing (4); Legal Writing and Corporate
Finance; Should be more credit for Legal Writing (3);
Internships/Externships:
Good (2); Who knows? Evening students can' t
use them! ; Should be required of all students;
Skills Courses:
Good (2)
·Professors:
· Very Good (2); Good (3); Great-most of them;
On the whole:.._totally oblivious to reality; They
try, but some of them don' t seem to know what
they are supposed to be teaching; Publications
don' t mean they know how to teach; The adjuncts seem more serious than the tenured professors; Distant;
Journals:

Good (3); Sucks; Good, but someone should

Good; '?; Who · knows'?-They don't have. any -

Good (3); good now; Better than before; Need
survey. We deleted criticisms directed at indi- new furniture and equipment; Where are the
viduals and ignored scatalogical COIDJIIellts. The computers we were promised a year ago?; Who
. belongs to student organizations? (2); Where are
results of the survey:
the offices? (2);

Library (S), location (3); New cafeteria; Everybody tbiDks that its NYU;
Worst feature of NYLS
Legal Writing (S); Student Services (2), Elevators (3) Not competitive with other law schools;
Administration-Job Prospects; Too small; Career Services; Lack of Parking (2); The tuition
cost bas gotten out of hand; The stupid "C"
curve-it places an extra burden on the shoulders of NYLS graduates; Not enough space for
·meeting rooms; Not enough study space; The
last three years' tuition increases have forced
almost the entire third year day class to wort full
time to pay for school;
Deserves Recognition For Achievement
Professor Lang; Professor Heidt; Professor
McGinty; Financial Aid; Sondra Donaldson (security)-She always has a smile for everyone;
The people who set up the renovation project;
Professor Gross (2); The new Student Center;
Stephen Goot;
Needs Improvement:
Legal Writing Department (4); Student Services
(2); Entertainment Law needs to be more structured; Career Services; The people who worked
on the renovation project-poor craftsmanship;
The present registration system makes it very
hard for students to plan out their classes;
Have you experiences or witnessed any bias
incidents?
No (3); Yes (2);Under Representation; I've bad
two professors who made it clear to students
that they were too good for NYLS-one was
tenured; There are a lot of students (and several
teachers) who seem to have a problem with
women in the legal profession; Bias against
students by · administration; Yes-in the selection of the editor of IU; A tenured professor
who told a first yeu student, "If you could do
' A' work you would be going to a different
school. "; Yes, definite racial prejudice in calling
on students; The administration is biased against
hiring any NYLS graduates as full time teachers;
One teacher (name deleted by Reporter) really
hates black students; Students often tell racial
and ethnic jokes; Several teachers don' t call on
women-twice I have seen women give the
correct answer in class, but professor went on
until a man gave the same answer;
BUILDINGS:

Classrooms:
Good (3); Very Good; A+; Some classes._·all I can
bear are the sirens on the street, not the teacher
in the room; OK; Older classrooms stink! There
are definite problems with the heating system;
The school needs to install some sort of noise
control; Need better ventilation; Can't hear the
teachers;

Bathrooms:
Good (2); Fair to good; A; OK (2); Students are
Pigs!; Need to be cleaned more often; Disgusting; N~ bathrooms are nice, but old ones aren't
80 nice; A lot of strd'Gts cbaoge in the men's
~bow about some clothes books?;

learn how to use equipment; Why di4 they build Uring to do with the rest of us; OK; Should be
a trial courtroom instead of an appe1Jate court- write-on only; No more cheating on the writeroom?-When we compete, we have w use a on; Maybe next year the Journals will provide
different room;
the correct materials for the write-on-unlike
Building Access:
last year... ;
Gestapo; Good (3); Way too strict; Worse than Moot Court:
before; Why bother me for lD when th~y'll let Good (2); ?, Who knows?-They don't have
any one in without proper lD by filling out a anything to do with the rest of us; It sounds like
they're doing great; ·
name?
Safety:
ADMINISTRA TION:
Good (3); A +; Terrible;
Registration:
Photo Copy Machines:
Sucks; ·Good (2); Horrid; OK (2);
·
Suck; -Need in student center; Too expensive; Accounting:
Fair; Always broken (4); Always broken at exam Very Good (2); Good (2); OK;
time; We need Xerox machin~ elsewhere in the Career Services:
school;
HA!; Fair; Needs Help; OK; Sucks; Materials are
Computers:
not there when needed; Someone keeps stealing
Suck; Need more computers; How about Wilv j ob referrals out of the books; Getting better each
dows, folks?; What computers?; OK; We should year;
have some Macintosh computers (3); Need Word Financial Aid:
for Windows installed; Provide some training! HA HA; Good (2); Poor; OK; We need more
Westlaw Access:
scholarships (2) and grants;
Good ~); A; Fair; OK; Need access when library Academic Affairs:
is not open;
?; Good; No Help; OK; Great people who take
Lexis Access:
the time to help;
Good (2) A; Fair; OK;
S TUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
CLASSES:
Student Bar Association:
Scheduling:
Awesome; Excellent ; Good; Who are they?
Good (3); D; No one listens to or cares about Bullshit artists club; Should have more parties;
evening students;
What do they do?; Everyone should belong;
Registration:
Should represent the students to the administraUnorganized; Good (2); The worst aspect of tion instead of planning parties;
NYLS; No one listens to or cares about evening Other Clubs or Organizations:
students;
? (2); Suck; Good; I didn't know there were any
Subject Matter:
clubs or organizations; Jewish Law Society Rules!;
Good (2); OK; Less theory-more practical ~xpe Media Law Project seems to be active;
rience;
··-a
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ALL 1st and 2nd year students

JOIN THE CROWD...

BECOME A PIEPER

CHECK I! OUT .. .If you are taking the New York Bar Exam,
NO other course compares!!!!!!!
·

GIVE US A

CAlLl-800~635-6569
t.~

YAM

.·

CLUB NEWS

Free Expression and FeminisM: A M~del ··
·
·Diiemma · ·- · · ·
...

~.=:==::::=:========~
Jess: Hey, did you bear ~ what
bappeaed in our new cafeteria?
Pat: No, what bappeoed?
Jess: weu, there waS a photogra:.
plw IDd a model here taking pic_tures around that sculpture mide
of law· boots. To make a long story
short, the model eventually posed
nude. I can'f believe that the Administration allowed that.

Pat: Why?

.

Jess: Don't you think that it ~
IDIIIUIS the WOIDilll who go here?
Pat: No! HoW?
Jess: Well, consider wllat the female students here go though.
Women have been systematically
excluded from the legal profession.
Now that they have made inroads,

they are still a n~cal minority: .. ~hool is the-perfect fonJ.DC this is use of .the forum: if they. had not
· They .are constantly fighting to earn an ·academic setting where people . ~owed the .mOdeling; it would have
· respect, . fighting sOcietal diScrimi- ·are supj,osedly intelligent enough · shown. a· hostility to an idea. That's
nation and they ~re scrutiillzed to discuss the topic: Jt may be ~te- .. the last thing a school should do! .
more closely. By allowing ·that· nude iess, it may~ offensive; but.a sebool . 'Jess: B.ut is a private law sch~l als<'>
mode~g. the Administration here· l.s a great place _tougue· about ·those· _the perf~t forum for. a swastika or
is "giving itS approval to. viewing very points! . ~ .
·,
burning cross? . '
women as nothing more thaD ob- Jess: Isn't a In~ a better forum? . · P.t: I'm .:Jlot saying those things
jects and-parts ofbodie$. That's·the· Idori't.
if it is art, all l'know·is. should necess&rqy . be exclUded, but
last thing they need to. see here! , · that it S{'D!is a · m~ge: a woman ·they only COJ!Vey · one message: a
Pat: WAit a minute, let's not jump to isn't · smart. enough to ~ . tbe.·law message of oppression.. However, a
cOnclusions. A nude female model books, bur she can ·pose nude in nude model ·· is -subject to several
does _not automatically lead to men.. front of them. Hovi are the wonien · interpretations- not necessarily P,rlooking at women as sex objects here supposed to eam respect ·in the nography.
with no minds. Secondly, just by face of that?
.
Jess: The only message I ~w was
allowing .the modeling here·' doesn't Pat: By saying exactly what you're ·that women+ law books still only
mean that the Administration is saying now! . Tell people how the equals sex. Women still have . to
condooing viewing the women that pictures are wrong. The school isn't fight for an equal place in society
· way. They just provided a forum condoning an exploitative view of and the legal community. It was ·
for artistic expression.
women, it's simply providing a fo- wrong for the administration to al- .
Jess: Art!?! I fail to see how a nude rum for an artists' expression. They low this depiction in our school.
model in front of law books is art. can provide a forum for positive ,Pat: I don't agree, but right now
Pat: It may not be your idea of art, · depictions of women as well. But ' we're late for · Feminist Jurisprubut it's art nonetheless. And the what they shouldn't do .is limit the· dence.

care

New Student Bar Association
Officers Elected
lf.By:~~--:~~-: ~?~·}·,'i.;J

I

The students .of New York Law School,, elected new Student Bar
Association officers in a two day election A~ril 20 and 21. These officers,
who (orm the Executive Committee of the SBA, will· represent NYLS
students during 1993-1994 school year. Ilene Sacco, 2~, won a three-way
race for SBA president against Heather Brownlie, 2L, and Richard Manchester, 1L. Andrew Craner, 2L,_narrowly beat 1L Danya Elkin in the race for
day vice president in the closest _race. The evening vice president position
was taken by Murielle Steven.In the race for secretary, Dominic Esposito
l>eat write-in candidate Vinny Sicari. -·Following a poster campaigri. that
compared Sicari to Ross Perot, Sicari received over 90 votes. This is the
highest number of votes any write-in candidate has received in recent
memory. Shannon Bishoff ran unopposed for tr-easurer. · Todd Rubin took
the post of Attorney-General. Scott Miller, also running' unnopposed, .
took the American Bar Association, Law Student Division Representative
positi9n, representing NYLS to the . ABA.
.

First Year Student Wins New
York St~te Bar Fellowship
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. Congratulations to _Gurpreet Singh, a first year at NYLS. Ms. Singh ·
received the New York City Bar Fellowship offered to · first year students
at the eleven area law schools. Each law school recommends four first year
minority students. The Committee on the Recruitment of Lawyers then
selects at least one student from each school" based on academic perfor- mance in both undergraduate school and first semester law school grades,
personal qualities and leadership abi!ities.
Ms. Singh's fellowship will place her at the law firm of Kelley Drye
and Warren for the upcoming spmmer.
Ms. Singh graduated from Rutgers University and double majored
in English and Communications and was an active member in student
government activities .
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COMMENTARY
Gen~er

Bias Survey is Blatantly Biased

Murphy's Law (Genderless Version)·

Earlier this semester, a very
biased survey was given out to the
student body. This survey was
supposedly "designed to ascertain
how students in this school view
the issues of gender bias in legal
education." Instead, the survey
demonstrated a definite bias against
males in general and against heterosexual males in particular.
Before discussing this blatantly biased and obviously flawed
survey, I think that it is best to
define "gender bias". As opposed
to the animal and plant worlds,
there are only two genders (sexes)
that humans can be. These are
female and male. "Bias" has been
defined as "a settled and often prejudiced outlook to" and as "prepossession with some object or point of
view that the mind does not respond impartially to anything related to this object or point of view" .1
Therefore, "gender bias" is prejudice based on sex (male or female).
The survey was blatantly biased and obviously flawed because
it started with the conclusion that
legal education is biased against
females and then used biased,
flawed, and inept survey questions
to justify this conclusion. This is not
how you conduct a valid survey.
Furthermore, since males constitute a gender and since this survey
was purportedly looking for gender bias, in a properly done survey
there would have been questions
which would have sought out b~
ases against males.
Although I could question
most of the survey's sixty-three (63)
questions, this column will only
address the most biased, absurd,
and irrelevant questions in the survey.
Several questions demonstrate a blatant bias against males
because they ask about possible bias
against only females. Among these
questions were: Question #5 asks
"do you find the faculty sensitive to
issues that impact women ... ?";
Question #16 asks "Have any of
your professors tended to call on
male students more frequently than
females?"; Question ·#19 asks "Have
you noticed any professor(s) make
a point of including women students' participation, or who specifically counteract any intimidation flctors they notice?•; Questioo
ub "Did lilY of your pror.-

m

The survey demonstrates insors point out those areas of the law
in which discrimination against eptness and bias by limiting Queswomen is prominent?"; Question tions 48 through 55 to female re#39 asks "Have you ever noticed a spondents and by limiting Questions 56 through 63 to male respondents. Why couldn't these questions have been written so that they
was
could be answered by both males
and females? Why can't females be
asked "Has anyone ever accused
you of being biased against men?"
First, I have met several bigoted
students and professors at this
school who are obviously biased
against males. Second, I feel that
the authors of this survey, and possibly the professor involved with it,
have demonstrated a defmite bias
against males. 2
Question #28 may easily be
the most absurd question in the
survey. Question #28 asks "Have
you ever heard another student
make disparaging remarks about:
a.) women, in general; b.) feminism;
c.) another student, because of her
gender; d.) lesbians; _e.) and gay
men? Questions 28a and 28c would
be okay if there were corresponding questions about males. But, of
female -professor who was treated course, there are none. Thus, it
with less respect than any of her shows a bias against males.
male Counterparts?"; and Question
Question 28b demonstrates
#42 asks "In general, do you believe the extremist mentality behind this
that women in this school have an surv ey. Apparently, the authors
equal opportunity for academic
success?" Since these same issues
also affect males and since b ias
against males can occur, and does
occur, at this politically correct institution, there should have been
corresponding questions pertain ing to possible bias against males.
Since the survey does not, it is both
biased and flawed.
Question #4 1 demonstrates
absurdness and bias by asking "Do
you think the curriculum needs to
be expanded in any of the following
subjects?: a.) women and the law;
etc. First, there is no corresponding
question in regard to males. Second, how does not having these
types of courses show a gender
bias? Wouldn't having a course on
"women and the law" and no corresponding course entitled "men and
the law" show a bias? Further,
doesn't the fact that Feminist Juris- have determined that if you say
prudence: Theory and Application anything negative about feminism
is taught at this school and tha t you are biased about females. This
Masculinity Jurisprudence: Theory is absurd. As with all "isms", femiand Application is not taught at this nism has its extremisms and exschool show a bias against men? I tremists. In the three years that I
sense that the survey's anthors ·feel have been at NYLS, I can recall only
that tbis institution hu to be femi- one instance where a feminist has
nized aad DOt just leader DUetral stood up for the rights of males. 3 At
for DO ~ biu to exist.
all other times, feminists have

The survey
. blatantly biased
and obviously
flawed because it
started with the
conclusion that
legal education is
biased against females and. then
used biased,
flawed, and inept
survey questions t o
justify this conclusion.

Somehow, _the
survey's authors
have determined
that there are three
possible genders:
females, lesbians,
and gay men. As
for those of us who
are heterosexual
males', we are
gender less.

sought to deny the same rights for
males as they sought for themselves
or have made bigoted and derogatory remarks about males. As a
general rule, today' s feminists do
not seclc. equality - they seek doinination. As one feminist NYLS sturumt said in class "Women should
dominate over men." I could give
other examples, but, instead, I challenge the survey' s authors to give
examples of feminists standing up
for the rights of males or saying
something about men that was not
derogatory.
Questions 28d and 28e also .
demonstrate the extremist mentality behind this survey. This survey
was supposedly "designed to ascertain how students in this school
view the issues of gender bias in
legal education." Somehow, the
survey's authors have determined
that there are three possible genders: females, lesbians, and gay
men. As for those of us who are
heterosexual males, we are
genderless. This is outrageous.
Question #20 asks "Has any
professor remarked in any way
about the gendered nature of our
legal system'?" Apparently, the
survey's authors . have alr~y determined that our legal system is
gendered. Of course, these are the
same authors who give no indication in_the survey that they consider
males as being a gender. Therefore,
if our legal system is gendered, it
has to be either feminine, lesbian, or
gay, because those are the genders
that the authors apparently believe
exist.
Questions 32 through 36 deal
with the Clarence Thomas/ Anita
Hill controversy and, as such, are
irrelevant to the purported issue of
this survey: "to ascertain how students in this school view the issues
of gender bias in legal education. "
Further, Question #35 does not take
intO account students' polittcal orientation. Finally, if the survey's
authors would like to debate the
merits of the Thomas/Hill controversy, instead of assuming that anyone who disagrees with their beliefs is guilty of gender bias, I would
be happy to debate this issue with
them during the coming school
year. Drop a note in my mail folder
if you wish to set up a debate.
Though the survey is offensive, it is even more offensive that
these two students will probably
earn two or more educatioaal cted-
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NYLS & THE GANG OF _52 1
(Political Correctness Above Everything Else)
MURPHY'S LAW (politically incorrect version)
Employment Survey, they uked bow the work chauvinistic in its beliefs. I find it to be quite
eDvironment wu for minorities and women •at similar to ~feasor Leonard Jeffries' "Ice&. Sun
the places that students were employed, but no People" theory. By substitutina "males" for
correapondina question was asked about Cau· "Whites" and vice versa io tho two theories, you
New York Law School [NYLS] is known casians IDd males. Therefore, I believe that a should be able to see that the same biaoted
for ita political correctDell. Political correctDess prima facie cue can easily be made that the mentality exists in both theories.' lf anyone
ia pnval•t throuabout NYLS • ·decision• and current make-up of the Office of Career Services believes that there is a difference between
femiNAZI jurisprudeDce and Profeaaor Jeffries' ·
fwlctiODI: admiDiatration, educational, birina, (no males) is the result of discrimination.'
It is politically correct ~ today's society to "Ice &. Sun People" theory, please drop me a ·
etc.. Political comctDeu ia 10 rampat at NYLS
that it would probably be more appropriate to eaaaae in male-bashing. Since NYLS believes in note in my mail folder -- and please state cohercall NYLS an iDdoctrination ceater than an edu· political correctness, male-basbina is quite com· ently, if you can, the reuons for your belief.
It is politically comet in today's society to
cational inltitution.
enaaae in Catholic·basbioa. Since NYLS be·
It il politically comet in today's IOciety for
lieves in political correctness, anti·Catholic rhetolaw ICbooll to maintain different standard~ for
applicant• from different ethnic and racial Seeing that NYLS believes in ric is common at NYLS. Three different profes·
eon have felt compelled to show Catholics in a
JIOUPI·z Tbere ia a namor that NYLS applies
politic81
correctness,
_
quotas,
neaative
liaht. In none of the instances wu thoro
different admisaion atandarda for applicant•
a
reason
for the professors to mab the state·
~iq on their poup.
If this ia true, it
and "allrmative action", I
menta that they did. This is not to say that
lbould immediately ceue. So u to put this
have to .wonder if he will
Catholicism is beyond reproach, but why is it
JWDDr to real IDd 10 u to pnveDt diacrimina·
that neaatives about Catholics are so freely. stated.
tioa apiut my aroup, I ltrODJly urae NYLS to
seek
to
increase
the
ret... to the INdent body the actual criteria
Why aren't other reliaiODS alao criticized? Quite
they Ule to admit atud8:ltl.
representation of all groups frankly, there is such an anti·Catholic biu in this
It il politically correct in today'• society to
school that I am surprised that Smead O'Connor
which are currently
aupport the uae of quotaa over merit.. Our
will not be this year's coi:DII:Iellcement speaker.
curreat dean bu publicly indicated that be ~
It is politically comet in today's society to
underrepresented or just for
lieves that tboae aroups which ' are
be intolerant of views that we do not aaree with.
those groups which it is .
underrepreaentecl in our faculty abould have
Since NYLS believe• in political correctnoo,
their numbera increuecl. s Seeina that NYLS
intolerance of other people' a viewa is quite com.·
politically correct to do so
mon at NYLS. For instance, two years aao we
believe• in political correctneaa, quotas, and
had both Joh.o H. Sununu, the White House
"affirmative ICtioa", I have to wonder if he wiU
Chief of Staff, and David Di.nkin.$, Mayor of tho
leek to increue the repreMDtation of all aroupa
which are currently underrepresented or just mon at NYLS. In one of my classes, a professor City of New York, as commencement speakers.
for those aroups which it ia politically correct to stood iii front of the classroom and shrieked No one raised a stink about "The Dink", who is
do ao. For instance, I have beea informed that about "males, white males, males, white males, -probably the most racist and incompetent mayor
approximately one·tbird of NYLS professors . .. " and it was because "males, white males, that this city bas ever had, but, needless to say,
are homosexual. Does this mean that NYLS will males, white males" cannot relate to emotional this institution's liberal e'ltromists, both in tho
set up an affirmative action proaram for betero· females that she loses her court cases. This student body and on the faculty, threw a child·
sexuals? Why is it that I do not believe NYLS will professor aave great credence to the old_ saying ish fit over the choice of Sununu. Why was this, ·
do ao? Finally, dlouldn't merit, not quotas, be "Those who can; do; those who can't, teach. In because politically correct yahoos are intoler·
another of my classes, a professor stated "It is able of other people's views.
the determinina factor?
Since NYLS is committed ' to "affirmative sexist for a male judge to refer to a female
It is also quite common for NYLS profos·
action" for underrepresented aroups, we must attorney ·as ' honey', but it is not sexist for a - sors to condescendinaly acknowledge (i.e., "Well
UIUJDe that one day we will actually see a male
female judae to refer to a male attorney as that's one view."), to challenge, or to refuse to
workina in the Office of Career Services. Cur- 'honey:. "1 I must assume that this professor call on students who make or are known to make
rently, the Office of Career Services' letterhead believes that only males can be sexist.
politically incorrect statements (statements that
listl aeveD females IDd no males. If we assume
Last semester, a professor put up a sign · the professors do not aaree with). Yet those vory
that females make up Sl% of the U.S. popula· which stated "4 or S ~ students wanted for same professors will applaud, agree, or inten·
tion, thea the possibility that the current make· role playing in eJ11l>loyment discrimination class" tionally call on those students they know will
up could exist without beiDa the result of dis- [emphasis added]. What was the BFOQ (Bona make politically co~t statements. lf this insti·
criminatiOQ is leas than one percent (0. 9%), 4 Fide Occupational Qualification) that prevented tution was truly concerned with education, in·
Since statistics, by themselves, do not prove male students from being co~sidered for any of stead of indoctrination, professors would elicit
diacrimination, we must look for other evidence.s the role playing parts? How come administra- and challenge all views. For it is through tho
I could ar,ue that since NYLS believes in politi· tion allowed that sian not only to be put up, but dialectic process (discussion and debate) that
cal correctness and since political correctness alao allowed it to stay up for a few weeks. Not people team what is the truth.
promotes discrimination aaainst males, there· only did this prof~r teach about employment
It is also common for arados to depend on
fore, the current mate.up of the Office of Career discrimination, she practiced it.
political correctness. When I have taken politi~
Services il the result of diacrimination. But, I do
NYLS professors love male-bashina so cally incorrect positions on finals, I have paid the
aot believe that the sins of the administration much that in three of my cluses I was assianed _ price. When I am not aa well prepared for a final
lbould be held aaainst the staff. Unfortunately, readinas on Feminist Jurisprudence A/K/ A as I should be, I write politically correct state~
wbeo look at the put and present perfor· femiNA~I Jurisprudence. Feminist Jurispru· menta on. the final and I aet a much better grade
IIIIIICe of the Office of Career Services we see deoce hid notbina to do with any of the courses'
than I should.
political correctneu. They allow employera !Nbject matter, yet the profeuora felt the need to
It is politically comet in today's society to
who day equal employment opportunitiea for expoae tbil biJotry, in ·• politive D;IIIID«, to the preach diveraity and inclusion, but practice ex·
Caucaaiau, malea, and heterosexuals to post captive "'Ideate. There CID ·be DO deG)'ina that· cluaion. Since NYLS believes in political correctjob liltinp in tbiiiCbool.' In their Summer. 1992 Feminiat JuriJprudellce ia, at the very leut, neu, instances of exclusion have beea. noticed
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Petitions to the Deans and Faculty: A Lost _c ause?
A favored and much-liked professor's contract is up; now, the Deans and Faculty are
"booting" him, a J.D. and L.L.M. graduate of
Cambridge University and a scholar with an
impeccable record of achievement. Can we
afford to lose such a talented and scholarly
professor? Can the Administration's policies
and Faculty's decisions go unchecked? Can we,
as students of NYLS, have an impact in effectuating changes in Administration or Faculty
policy, the kind Harvard and CUNY students
attempted through their protests and petitions,
to retain qualified professors of a minority class?
More than sixty students petitioned the
Deans and Faculty of our school on March 15th,
requesting the retention of Professor Edward A.
. Laing who, to the satisfaction of his students,
taught International law, International Business
Transactions and Commercial Transactions. The
petition's message has matched the message of
petitions and letters of protest submitted by the
Black Law Students Association, the Jessup Moot
Court Team, some alumi, and professors at our
school.

The following is an excerpt from one of
those petitions:
"Signatories to this petition believe that
the Deans and Faculty at New York Law School
should seriously consider placing Professor
Edward A. Laing on tenure. In the least, we ask
the Deans and Faculty to renew his contract to
retain his posjtion as professor at this school. As ·
students of the Professor, we believe his capacity to teach and present scholarly materials
qualify him for such consideration.
Professor Laing's unique background in
international law as former Ambassador of Belize ·
to the United States and Canada and substantially accredited experience in the field bring to
the classroom a contemporary and fresh perspective. The facility and intellectual adroitness
with which Professor Laing spurs curiosity and
intelligent thought amongst his students warrants recognition by the Faculty.
He is a gentleman and a scholar; his demeanor and respect for students promote a
better learning environment. We acquired
more knowledge and were further enriched
after having been taught by him. In addition, he
has been very supportive of students in their
academic and extra-curricular pursuits in rela-

tion to international law. In particular, he supervised, coordinated and moderated "The
Diaspora Symposium" in the fall of 1992. We are
sure that Professor Laing furthers the Faculty's
goal of improving both the status and recognition of New York Law School.
More importa.Jitly, however, we are distressed and perplexed that the Deans and Faculty have not retained Professor Edward A.
Laing for the following semester in light of his
contributions to New York Law School, and
talents and abilities. Therefore, we ask the
Deans and Faculty to seriously reconsider its
position, renew Professor Laing's contract for·
the position of professor of international law,
and consider Professor Edward A. Laing for
tenure."
The response from the Deans and Faculty
has been terse and repeated in a parrot-like
manner, stating simply that his two-year contract has ended. Coincidentally, students at
New York University School of Law, in fear of
losing their "prized possession" and in resporise
to the two-year rule, which requires a school
board to take action on a visiting professor's
request for tenure, are preparing a petition requesting their Administrative body to retain
Professor Derek Bell.

Murphy's Law Cont...
here. For instance, at least one high ranking
school official has stated that we should not
celebrate Thanksgiving because many Native
Americans and Blacks find it offensive. Quite
frankly, I do not care what a bunch of narrow
minded bigots believe. Not only should we
celebrate Thanksgiving, but we should also celebrate Columbus Day. Since this school puts up
signs celebrating the other holidays, it sho!lld
also put up signs celebrating Thanksgiving and
Columbus Day.
Another area of exclusion is can be found
in the academic backgrounds of our tenured
faculty. This institution's faculty tends to be
graduates of ivy league schools, in particular,
Harvard and Yale. ReceiJ.tly, this institution had
the opportunity to expand the pool from which
they hire professors, but, instead, they denied
tenure to a professor who did not graduate fro.m
one of these two elitist schools. I only hope that
the professor was denied tenure because he did
not cut the muster, not because he did not fit this
institution's clique mold: cultural elite/left-wing,
white, gay, and from Harvard or Yale.
Another instance of exclusion can be found
in the library. The library highlights and honors
a different group each month (i.e., Black History
Month, Female History Month, etc.). If this
institution truly believed in diversity and inclusion, which it doesn't, administration would set
up a Male History Month (June) and Etiropean
History Month (November). By doing so, the
number of anti-male and anti-Caucasian/antiEuropean bias incidents in this institution may
decrease. Administration should also honor
other groups,· which are currently excluded,
with their own month (e.g., Asian History
Month).
In conclusion, if this administration is truly

concerned with improving the quality of life and
education at this institution, they should: (1)

concentrate on education, not indoctrination;
(2) treat everyone as being equal, even if it is
politically incorrect to do so; and (3) require that
professors present a more balanced presentation about the law.
1
This should not be taken to mean that-all
52 tenured professors are politically correct, but
a large percentage certainly are. Nor should is
it be taken that political correctness does not
exist among adjunct professors, because it is
prevalent there too.
2
At the University of California at Berkeley (Boalt Hall), as with many colleges and law
schools, applicants for admission were considered for admission in relation to those of their
own group. An Asian law school applicant was
denied admission and was told that she was on
the "Asian" waiting list even though she so well
qualified that she would have been admitted if
she belonged to any other group. She sued (Title
vn prohibits federally funded institutions from
discriminating on the basis of race) and after a
two year fight the law school agreed to change
its admission policy. New York Post, October 5,
1992, at 16.
3
New Dean Seeks "Respect" for NYLS,
New York Law Journal, August 18, 1992, at 1, 3.
4
.5l'or(.51)(.51)(.51)(.51)(.51)(.51)(.51) =
0.9%. It is even less (0.46%) when we realize that
one female recently replace another female.
5
Though statistical evidence- can be used to
establish a prima facie case of discrimination,
Griggs v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 424 (1971),
"statistics are not irrefutable; . . . , like any other
kind of evidence, they may be rebutted. . . . their
usefulness depends _on all the surrounding facts
and circumstance." International Brotherhood

of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324, 340
(1977).
6
The most blatant bigoted job listing occurred in the Fall 1991 Recruitment Program.
The Brooklyn District Attorney sent in a
"LATINOS ONLY" job listing and the Office of
Career Services published it.
Another employer known to discriminate
is the City of New York. The City opening
discriminates against Whites and males. Several, if not all, city agencies, including the Hu~
man Rights Commission, have a "reverse discrimination" lawsuit pending againSt them. The
two biggest offenders are HRA and OTB. This
is public knowledge, yet, despite a written school
policy against employment discrimination, the
City of New York is allowed to post job listings
here. NYLS does deny the military the right to
its premises for employment purposes because the military discriminates. against gays.
That being the case, it is hypocritical for NYLS to
bar some employers, but not others, and to base
their ~ision on the group that is being discriminated against.
7
Why do I get the feeling that if a male is
ever hired to work in the Office of Career Services that it will be a gay, disabled, non-Caucasian male that cannot speak a word of English.
1
This statement won "Politically Correct
Comment of 1991 ". The professor then tried to
justify this comment by stating " Historically,
blah, blah, blah, therefore, blah, blah, blah."
This phraseology is quite commonly used when
people try to justify obviously ignorant and
bigoted remarks.
9
This writer realizes that in this politically
correct society of ours that there exists a sizeable
amount of people who believe that neither Professor Jeffries views nor Feminist Jurisprudence
are bigoted.

use

Furniture, Lies an·d Student Services
Most student organizations
have received letters from the Office of Student Services which requested that student organizations
and clubs box their property "to
start preparing the offices for the
delivery [of new furniture]. Unfortunately, like most of the information which the Office of Student
Services bas released to student
organizations this year, this information is deliberately misleading.
The memo from Sally Harding,
Assistant Director of Student Services reads:
"The Office of Student Services is happy to finally report that
new furniture has been selected and
will be ordered soon for all Student
Organization offices in the lower
level of the new Student Center. •
The furniture delivery date has not
yet been determined, but it is never
too early to start preparing the offices for the delivery.
"We ask that you begin to
organize the contents of your office/organization. Please take this
opportunity to do a bit. of Spring
cleaning. Throw out any items not
in use, go through your old fileS,
and weed out the obsolete. Please
try and keep only those materials
that will be used or needed by your
organization the future. Large garbage bins and boxes will be available for your use on April 19th23rd.
We realize that the semester is
quickly approaching its end and
many students may not have the
time to devote to cleaning out their
offices. If members of your organization can not clean out your office,
members of the Office of Student
Services and Maintenance are available to help, but we are concerned

that we may inadvertently remove
items that an organization would
have preferred to keep. To prevent
this from happening please speak.
to Student Services about the contents of your office. If you will be
unable to clean out your office during the times listed above, but would
like to take part in the cleaning
process, please contact me to make
alternative arrangements.
Thank you for your assistance
in this matter. "
The truth behind the request
is somewhat different from the information misrepresented by this
memo. Just a week before the new
Shepard and Ruth K. Broad Student Center is to be dedicated, student organizations are to be evicted.
Professors who are to be displaced
by the new remodeling program
will be housed over the summer in
the new ·student Center•. Although
the Office of Student Services continues to tell students .that the packing is for the new furniture (as of
.April 27), two professors have spoken in class about the move. One
professor expressed doubt that he
would live long enough to return to
his old office floor. As I write this,
Ptofessm Brook. bas already moved
into a basement •student office•
space.
It is indeed ironic that ~fter a
delay of many months, the student
organizations have just moved into
the new Student Center, only to be
forced out. This move demonstrates
the official administration appreciation of those organizations and
clubs which support students.
These student organizations publish newspapers and a magazine,
hold fora on contemporary issues
and operate as support groups for
minority students. This work, undertaken in addition to classes, internships, work and clinics, doesn't
merit much administration support.

Unfortunately, this problem
is just the most recent in a long list
of disrespectful, patronizing and
questionable dealings between the
Office of Student Services and student organizations. In January ,
1992, Monica Coen, then the Assistant Director of Student Services,
issued a memo which informed student organizations that "excess
computers" would be recycled and
distributed to student organizations. As of April 27, 1993, these
computers have not yet been turned
over for student use. Apparently,
the computers are still stored somewhere on campus, but are unavailable for student use.
In September, 1992, a representative of the Computer Law Society spoke with Helena l_>rigal of
the Office Of Student Services about
a fund-raising project. A marketing company bad offered $1 for
each Discover card application
correctly filled out by students. We
would have to distribute and collect the applications in the first week
of October. After a delay which
cost us our window of opportunity,
Helena Prigal turned us down. The
reason'?
Supposedly students
would apply for credit cards, screw
up and not qualify for student loans.
The answer seemed specious because the same day, Chemical Bank,
apparently with administration
approval, was asking students to·
apply for a checking account which
offered "bounce-proof checking"
(which is just an extension of credit).
After the first week of October had
passed, approval was finally
granted, but the students had been
, already foreclosed from raising
funds for the computer. A subsequent written offer by the Computer Law Society to install modems in computers has not been
answered by Student Services after
seven months.

During the Spring semester,
Student Services threatened to take
the student organization budget
and funding responsibilities away
from the Student Bar Association.
The Office of Student Services criticized the ·SBA for spending its entire budget on student organizations.
During the squabble, two
student organizations, the Media
Law Society and the Jewish Law
Stud_ents, which had not made a
timely application for funds, were
subsequently told to apply directly
to Student Services for funding, bypassing the SBA completely.
The largest recipients of SBA
funding were the Barristers' Ball
and the Yearbook, both of which
were referral to the SBA funding
process by Student Services. After
funding these entities, the SBA
found itself in the bizarre position
of being criticized by the very office
which had suggested that SBA provide funding.
The disbursements
had been made according to SBA
guidelines, and the largest amounts
were spent to groups which had
been referred by Student Services
to the SBA. The SBA spent the entire semester dealing with the
charges of improperly spending
student activity money.
In my mind, and from my
experience, I believe that most student organizations would benefit if
the Office of Student Services were
disbanded and th~ funds presently
used to pay for it put to use supporting student activities.

Michael Wood served as numaging editor of the Reporter, copresident of the Employment and
Labor Law Society, co-president of
the Computer Law Society, layout
editor of the Yearbook, American
Bar Association Representative,
and as a member of the Executive
Committee of the Student Bar Association

New York Law
School Students
will do anything to
pay for their
tuition
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New York Law School
Bookstore to Carry .
Inexpensive, Computer
Programs

How To Use WordPerfect 5.0/S.lin the Law Office

By Michael Wood
Issue: How can a law student save time and enetgy when writing?
Rule: Loot for ways in which to increase efficiency.
Short answer: Buy this book!
Analysis:
.
Written in an easy to understand style, specifically directed at law
office use, this book slowly introduces the preliminaries of using WordPerfect and builds to an understanding of the merge and macro features
which harness WordPerfect ("WP") for sophisticated document construction. The book follows the needs and desires of a group of young
lawyers as they set up their fledgling law firm. Of course, each new need
is met by a new WP technique or feature. Beginning with basic moves, the
reader is gently introduced to the use of WP for legal correspondence,
assembling pleadings and court documents, brief writing, document
management and custom configurations.
I wish I bad the benefit of this book at the start of my Legal Writing
class. I could have saved a lot of time and discomfort spent discovering
Wordperfect by trial and error. I would highly recommend the book to
any law student who desires a more productive use of time. The use of
the techniques described in this book will make any student-twofingered typist or 60 wpm expert-more productive. The unfortunate
truth is that most law students (and professors) never use WordPerfect for
anything more sophisticated than an electric typewriter. WordPerfect is
one of the most powerful programs in use, but many of the available
options are never exploited.
Co-author David Greenwald is the bead of the Desktop Publishing
and Computer Graphics Department at Shea and Gould. Co-author Guy
Wiggins is the president of LegalTek Research, a company which specializes in computer training and installations in the New York/New Jersey
area. Published by West Publishing, the book is currently backordered,
· but will be carried by the New York Law School Bookstore. This is to be
the first in a series of books which focus on the law office. Two high density
disks (available separately for $29.95) include all the macros described in
the book, a legal billing program, a bankruptcy program and a clausecross-referencer program.

WANT A ·LIGHT .LUNCH
8R N8LUNCH
.

.
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Responding to requests by students, the New York Law School
Bookstore will now carry computer programs at student discount prices.
Among the computer programs which will be available are WordPerfect
5.1, 5.2 and Mac versions, Word for Windows, Lotus 1, 2, 3, and Windows.
Popular programs will be kept in stock, but students will be able to
order Mac, Windows and DOS ~rograms for three day delivery. LAN and
multi-user versions of the software are also available. Special academic
prices, such as $135 for WordPerfect 5.1, which usually carries a list price
of $425 and a street price of about $250, are available only to students,
faculty and administration members with proper ID.

Murphy's Law (Genderless
Version) Continued
its for writing such a flawed and biased survey. I realize that New York
Law School is known for its political correctness and that diplomas from
here are about as impressive as diplomas from Hamburger U, but this
does not mean we should devalue NYlS diplomas even more by granting
educational credits for this survey. If this school's administration insists
on further devaluing NYlS diplomas, I would greatly appreciate it if this
school's administration would make my diploma "squeezably soft" so
that I can get some use out of it.
In sum, this survey was obviously flawed, full of irrelevancy, and
demonstrated a dermite bias against males, in general, and against
heterosexual males, in particular. If the authors want to do a survey that
is "designed to ascertain bow students in this school view the issues of
gender bias in legal education.", they should retract this survey and
reissue a new survey that is inclusive of males' rights.
1

Webster's Third New International Dictionary ..211 (1981). .
If the professor did not review this survey prior to it being released
to the student body, the professor did a great disservice to these two
students. If the professor did review this survey prior to it being released
to the student body, then I feel that the professor bas demonstrated a
definite bias against males. In e~ther case, I believe that the professor
·should have to explain her/his action~
3
Zariski, New York Law School Reporter, March 17, 1992, at 23.
2
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Love of Oneself
Two yield their souls to become whole when each is incomplete
and so each (wall around them) falls in love built on deceit.
What they bad sought or even fought for, amourpbous. and elusive
bad left them jaded, violated, unstable and abusive.
To boldly face that darkest place that lies so deep within us
and come to bear the feelings there ineffibly precious,
and quench the fires of our deisres we must remember this
that most of what we have been taught leads to unhappiness.
Most go in baste when first they taste the sweetness of love' s breast,
then lay to waste what they'd embraced and all that was professed.
Self sacrifice is a device to lose one' s self forever,
but true love lies in self actuali.zin' so apart each comes together.
Tis only when we achieve Zen and know our inner places,
where most don't dare become aware and bide with divers faces,
that we will find love of a kind where each feels respected ·
where what ensued was solitude that's mutually protected.
Then we, alone, whole will have grown together but apart,
embracing_ world, free and Unfurled with open arms and heart.
Love of OOeself, an inner wealth is meant for nothing less
than to fulfill a full heart's will and not its emptiness.
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Barristers-Ball is ·s uccess After
Uncertainty and Controversy
-~~:-.·~~~-:- ~r- l?la.-.;;!.: u~:;~;~:_ • •••:-.:11

Throughout the night the dance floor at the Puck Building was
crowded with future Barristers from New York Law School

On Friday, March 26, almost two hundred New York Law
School students and their guests ergoyed dinner, drinks and dancing at the fashionable Puck Building at the comer of Houston and
Lafayette in Manhattan. One of the few purely social events held for
N YLS students, the Barristers' Ball has become a tradition in the
three years of its existence.
An open bar preceded the buffet dinner, and students momentarily forgot about papers, studies and exams as they danced · until
1:30 in the morning. The Barrister's Ball gave first, second, third and
fourth year students from both day and evening divisions a rare
opportunity to mingle in a sophisticated semi-formal environment:
Although some students talked about uncertain futures and law
school, most Ball attendees took the time to enjoy themselves.
Notable by their absence at the dance were faculty and administration members.
This year's Barrister's Ball was surrounded by controversy
and some predicted that the Ball would not take place. Some
members of the Student Bar Association, which provided $8,800.00
in financial subsidies to reduce ticket prices, balked at the high costs
of the event. After SBA subsidies, the price for students was $50.00
per ticket.
Internal strife also plagued the Barrister's Ball Committee.
Members of the Committee publicly criticized the high cost of the
gala. In particular, members questioned the hiring of a party
planner to orchestrate the event and suggested that students plan
the event instead to save- money. Severa] committee members complained that the decision to hire the party planner was made without their
approval and that the committee chair contracted for the services of the
planner over the objections of the majority of the Committee.
Amid these allegations, the chairperson of the Barrister's Ball
Committee, Joan Sutton '93, resigned shortly before the scheduled date of
the Ball. Sutton had been appointed chair of the Committee by the Office
of Student Services. Another committee member, Richard Manchester,
said that he resigned to protest the sad state of affairs on the Barrister's
Ball Committee.
Ilene Sacco '94, one of the members of the Committee who criticized
the p lanning of the Barrister's Ball, stepped in to fill the chairperson's spot
left open by the resignation of Sutton. Sacco had little time to complete

Allowed to come out from behind the Camera, Reporter
Photographer and writer Jackie George '93 (r.) and guest
· Glenn Flora enjoy the Ba"ister 's Ball.

Frances Bajada '95 and her date, Michael Martellacci
smile for the Reporter cameras
Jack and Susan Frohlich '93 flash a peace sign to their friends
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New York Law School Students Celebra~t e the
Finish of Another Succesful Year
planning for the event and also _had to answer to critics in the SBA and the
student body. After the change in command, the Office of Student
Services also expressed reservations about the ticket subsidies provided
by the SBA. Although much of the controversy surrounded the decision
to hire a party planner over objections and the associated cost, it was ironic
that Sacco could not choose a different planner or proceed without one
because, according to Sacco, the Committee was contractually obligated
to pay the original planner.
Dayna Elkin '95, Alaina Walls '94, Bruce Katz '93, Sylvia Meneses '94,
and Stacy Ziskin '94 assisted Sacco with the sale of tickets and the
organization of the ball. Despite the many obstacles that popped up on
the road to the Barrister's Ball the event went off as scheduled. Although
the Committee faced many difficulties in planning the event, these
problems were not apparent to the attendees . of the 1993 Barrister's Ball
who by all accounts enjoyed themselves fully.

Dayno Elkin '95 and De/vis Valdes '93 cut a tablecloth
as envious Barristers look on

Sue Furgeson '93 and Mike Wood '93 (or is that Jackie Gleason with a beard?) cut the rug

The class of'93 is supported (as usual) by Student Bar Association President Douglas K. Stem '93
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Media Law Journal -The Cutting E·dge
lt::=:hJmm::~: :t.a:: : : :r:r: =::!l
The Media Law Project bas moved its publication, The. Media Law
Journal, another positive step forward in its quest to become a recognized
academic journal at New York Law School (NYLS). The new issue, this
time completely independent of the Reporter where it emerged last year,
will appear on the scene within . the next few weeks.
This issue includes articles on a range of issues including "Originality" in copyright law, the effect of a recent federal decision on advertising
agencies and their ad techniques, and the increasing use of cellular

technology within our court system. In addition, there is an interesting
commentary on how the U; S. can use its lead in computer and software
technology to set new standards for delivery of programming within· the
television industry.
Considering the impact that media has on our daily lives, it is
important that this publication exist as a academic journal at NYLS. The
media is a pervasive force in our society, it·will affects us, our children and
our future.

A Message From President-Elect Ilene Sacco
By Dene Sacco and Joe Conway
The day after I was elected the new SBA President, I got my first piece of fan mail. Excited, I read it with fevered anticipation
of the accolades or fawning love I was sure one of my new constituents was sending my way. Imagine my surprise when I soon
discovered that was actually a hate letter!
At first, I was a little disturbed, but after a few moments, I realized that it really wasn't even a very good hate letter.. So, as my
first official duty as SBA President, I am issuing this Executive Order, Sacco E.O. #00001, "How To Properly Address Your Hate Mail/
Death Threats To Me. • To illustrate, I have decided to include below the letter, to show by comparison what I consider a really good
threat upon my life. Let's go through it, line by line. In the left-hand column is the original copy of the letter I received. On the righthand side, is my newer, improved version for your reference:

The Orig;naJ Letter

My E:xampteS of Beiter Writing

"IT'S TOO BAD THE MEDIOCRITY OF THIS YEAR'S PRESIDENCY
WILL CONTINUE FOR ANOTHER YEAR.

"My dog told me to kill Doug Stem. Sam also told me about you. He told
me that you plan to continue Doug's evil plot to install secret, inindcon~lling, KGB financed miniature microwave transmitters in the skulls
on sticks to brainwash students. You are both evil and must be destroyed.
[Take note of the biblical overtones. I especially like armegeddon-type
threats.]

"SIMPLY REMEMBER... "

"Get it through your thick skull. . . • or
"Be forewarned ... •
[The trick, all you potential drafters, is to make sure you catch my
attention.]

" ... THAT EVERY ACTION YOU HAVE TAKEN... •

• ... Every breath you take*... • or
"... I've been watching you with my infra-red night vision goggles ... "

"... EVERY ACTION YOU WILL TAKE... "

• .. .every move you make*... "

"AND EVERY ACTION YOU CHOOSE NOT TO TAKE .. :"

"Every step you take* ... •
*Ho-hum! This has been done before. Cf. The Police, "Every Breath You
Take, • Arista Records, 1984.

"...WILL HAVE CONSEQUENCES THAT YOU WILL BE FORCED TO
UVEWITH."

" .. . Or you'll find V.P.-Elect Andrew Craner's head in your locker."

For your convenience, I have included below ~me other themes that can ~ffectively be employed in hate mail. Remember, the idea is to be
cerative. It's not that difficult. We are training to be lawyers, so just let your evil side kick in:
-"Ilene, you'll be sleepin' with the fishes."
- •Die! Die! Die! •
--"We Have Compromising Photos of You and a Security Guard. •
-"We put a bomb in your word processor."
· --"How'd you like to spend some time with Jimmy Hoffa?"
-"We're building a coffin in your size out of the leftover books from the book chair."
-Any themes involvmg cannibalism, e.g., see 'Silence of the Lambs,' or David Koresh.
You get the idea. So next time you're about to put poison pen to paper, remember that creativity will win points with me every time.

Sincerely,
Ilene
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Is Bar/Bri Really Enough
For The MBE?
FACT:

The mean raw score on the 991 Multistate
Bar Exam was only 117 correct!*

FACT:

The overwhelming majority of students
taking the bar were enrolled in Bar/Bri!
Last year, over 21,000 students nationwide
failed the bar exam primarily due to low
MBE scores!

FACT:

• Statistics furnished by the \a tiona! Conference of Bar Examiners for the February 1991 MBE.

BQ6~tMIE
July 9. l992
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Brooklyn Attorney Combines Love of Law and
Computers for Career Satisfaction
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memory of a laptop computer's
hard disk to support the litigator.
Mr. Sterner didn't set out to

become a computer jock, although
in retrospect, he sees it as a logical
development. His early legal experience followed a familiar pattern.
He started the practice of law at
Mudge Rose Guthrie & Alexander.

In addition to the ~iate's
typewriter and the secretanal pool,
Mudge Rose also utilized the latest
labor-saving technology. ~e new
devices fascinated Sterner. "I always gravitated to new technology," says Sterner. "I remember
the mM MTST-the magnetic tape
slave typewriter-predecessor to

Andy Sterner's office is in a
suite on the fourteenth floor of an
ordinary building near the ·comer
of Adams and Tillary in Brooklyn,
but he practices at the leading edge
of technology, somewhere near the intersection of Blackstone's
musty volumes and Al
Gore's electronic superhighway. Not satisfied
to continue in the usual
practice of law, Mr.
Ander R. Sterner (Yale
'69), has created a
unique legal niche, providing computerized
"litigation support" for
other attorneys. An advertisement for his
practice reads, "Their
Witness is Lying!
But... Can You Nail The
Scoundrel in the Act?"
With the aid of Sterner's
Of-Counsel Systems,
the answer seems to be
"Gotcha, Sucker!"
Of Counsel Systems provides ecoMr. Sterner specialized in planning the mag card typewriter. We only
nomical high-tech support for
estates of $30 million or more. used it for wills. We had a master
litigators. He creates a computer
Sterner, now a new associate, book of all the possible phrases and
database of depositions, prior testiwanted a typewriter so that he could words. After picking out the cormony and other court papers. Ustype his work. Having learned to rect number, the result would go to
ing combinations of powerful protype 60 wpm in high school (on a Mrs. Leach who ran the MTST."
grams,
Of-Counsel
Systems
The results would come back to
searches that database in seconds
the attorney, who would check the
to retrieve important facts or disprinted copy for accuracy.
crepancies while the witneSs is still
"I left Mudge Rose for
on the stand. The process is very
Cadwalder, Wickersham & Taft.
much like using Westlaw or Lexis,
At Cadwalder, they had the latest
but the result is available in realta>hnology, the Videc. That was
time, in the courtroom when it is
the first CRT WQrd processor. It
most needed. These misstatements
used large discs, saving about 25 K
or inconsisteneies can be used to
on a 12 inch disc. It might have
impeach the witness immediately,
been manufactured by Exxon, and
instead of recalling the witness at a
they cost about $18,000 each." In
later time.
,
the early seventies, the progresMost Iitigators closely study
sive firms bought and used these
prior testimony and depositions as
dedicated word processors. The
preparation for trial. On an imporusual company practice was to
tant case, large firms field many
maximize the use of these expenassociates and other staff in supsive gadgets. The result was a
porting roles. In the past, this need
permanent backlog in ,the Word
for massive support could overProcessing Department.
whelm smaller firms. Of-Counsel
Although the retyping of a
Sy~ puts solo practitioners IDd
motion might only take 45 seconds
small firms on an equal footing With
to process, the backlog often crethe largest firms.
ated a 24 hour W!Pt before the Word
Litigators commit large
manual Royal model "HH" type- Processing Department got around
amounts of information to memory
writer), he though that "having a to running the changes. "Very soon,
prior to examination or cross-exsecretary to run the keyboard would I was taking the Word Processing
amination. Successful litigators
be as extravagant as having a chauf- people out for a drink. We played
demonstrate astounding powers of
feur to drive the car." Sterner's backgammon, and I picked their ·
recall. However, as any person who
request caused much consternation .brains to learn how to use the equiphas forgotten an anniversary or
among the partners at the firm and ment. I began to run my own work
birthday has found, human memory
they held a oi'eeting to determine after hours. As you might guess,
is fallible. Rather than relying on
whether an associate should be al- one night I was caught at it. The
fallible human memory, Of-Counlowed a typewriter in the office. He next day a memo was issued. 'Unsel Systems utilizes the less fallible
. received his typewriter.
authorized people a{e not to use the
word processing machines. ' ·

"having a

secretary to run

the keyboard
would be as
extravagant as
having a
chauffiw to
drive the "car.,,
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"T~e newest technology at
that
was
the · IBM
Memorywnter. It had a fifty
memory, but not_ exte~al n;tedta.
To add a large typmg proJect, ~t ~as
necessary to pur~e the extshng
memory," accordmg to Sterner.
~ince ~ere we~ to be no erasures
m a will, a typtst was forced to type
a document 7 carbons
thick. Every slip of a
finger meant the typist
had to tear the page up
and start over again.
In 1976 Andy
Sterner
left
Cadwalader and joined
the new firm of Tanner .
& Gilbert. He made
partner in 1978 and remained with the firm
(as Tanner, Propp;
Fesko & Sterner) until
June 30, 1992.
"In 1983, we decided to add a new
word processing system. . Although the
$18,000
dedicated
word processors were
in vogue, I was amazed
to find that $3,500
would buy a personal
computer which would do almost
anything. WordPerfect 3.0 had just
come out, . and the popular programs were Multimate and
Wordstar." Sterner urged the partners to buy the PC instead of the
dedicated word processor and has
never looked back. "WordPerfect
achieved domination with release
4.1. WordPerfect 4.2 had over $100
million in sales."
Sterner found that his role
changed with the new firm. "After
years specializing in estates and tax
law, I came to practice general law
by the seat of my pants. While relearning my general skills I found
that I could use the new technology
to writer faster and better. With
skills as both an attorney and a
computer expert, I was able to
handle the computer better than
either a lawyer or a computer jock."
It w.as a natural progression for
Sterner to move into independent
litigation support. He worked out
teclniiques for creating a full text
database of pleadings, affidavits,
depositions, trial testimony and
briefs.
One of his most memorable
cases involved Barbara Sogg, who
sued American Airlines for sex, age
and disability discrimination. Counsel met for a pre-trial conference,
expecting to set a date far off in the
future, only to find that the trial was
set for the following Monday. The
development of the computerized
database allowed plaintifrs counsel to digest the previous· testimony
would buy a personal

h~e

~ge
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Law and Computers...
ud prepare for trial over the lawyen looked at the equipment
'Iblllbpviq weebad. Their IUC· like it wu from Man, It took about
c.a wu trumpeted wbeD the New 9 IDOiltbl to catch OD, but buliJlell
york Timll reported 011 JIIWII')' 25' bu picbcl up recea.tly ...I'm very
1992, "WOIIIIIl Oeta $7 Million in happy, I doa.'t eve if I never tee
Airliae Dilcrimination Suit".
"A• time went on, I found another houe cl01ina in my life.
I'm able to
my1elf workina
make a. livina
more on the com·
in .the profe•·
.. , 'Ill I'ITI llllf'f'l'. I
puter aad I••• on
•ion of •or·
the tax code. I
don't 1 1/Fo' if I nt'l't'r
eery. "
found mylelf work·
In addi.
\t't' tii/11/IJt'r //il/1\t'
iquthecomputer
tion to hia own
llil\in.:.: in 1111· lift'. l'n1
tupport for my
bus in•••,
partaen."
ah/1' to m,lf,t' 11 !it·ing
Sterner is now
The role hu
111 lilt• 1'111/t'\ \ion of
of countol to
chanaed •liahtly
\/1/"(t'/T.
the firm of
with hit Dew buli·
Tann:r,
Propp
neu. Sterner uy1
ll.
Farber.
Bethat be i• lltilfied
IUP"
1idel
itt
courtroom
litiaation
with playiq NCODd fiddle. ..I like
port, Of·CoUillel-Syatems offen erebeiq involved, but I don't crave
ative; appellate styled Pre&eatatiODS
the l'elpODiibility of the litiptor, I
for trail level courts, desktop publike beiq a member of the litiaatioo
li•hina, and database desip serteam. I'm in the court 11 a perform·
vic•.
iq artilt. I play keyboard 011 a laptop
With a 60 work a minute typo.
computer." In addition to the dra·
iq speed and a flatbed IICIIUlel' to
matic coartrooal ICtiOa, Sterner al10
transfer the information, he i•
Ulel bit lkill• to produce appellate
preseat each day in the courtroom
quality documeatl oa llbort notice.
with an up-to-date databue of the
Tbe fint time Sterner aet up
cue.
hil computer iD court, the ltaff IDd
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ABA and Stu.dents ~ight for ·
Student Loan Deductions
student lOIDI has been introduced
ia both the Seaate (S. 271) and the
Hou1e of Repretentative• (H.R.
1667) .. The previou• version• of
As yo11 are pro~bly already
theae bill• wore vetoed by Pre,_;,.
aware ·the interest on your student
dea.t Bulb in February 199~.
101111 i• not tax deductible. Thi• is
As a re1ult the ABA has
amona many of the barriers that docided to embark OD a Iotter writ·
preveot many people from aoinl to iq caiDpaip •to pt tho cleductibil·
IIChool in the first place, and beiDa ity of student loan interest rettorod.
able to pay back the b~ debt All law students are encolP'IIed to
· from atteodiq ay iutitution. Over participate, u it is ia our beet iaterthe lifetime of a loan most of Ul will ettl, u well the interests of future
pay back a lar1e amount of money aeaerations of students.
towards our loaaa that will be com·
You · are eneoura1ed to
priled of intereat. This problem is
write
the
Pretident Clinton, your
etpeeially true of students who capi·_
Seoators,
the
bill sponsors ( Seoa·
ta1ize the iaterett on their •tudeat's
tors Boren and Orusley), your
loan rather thaD payiq it while in
Representatives (and those on the
IIChool. The tax deductibility of the
Ways and Means Coaunittee), and
loans also prevent ~y student•
a letter to the Houae bill 1p01110rs
from ~iq able to take public inter·
(Representaives Cardin and
ett poaitiODS that do not pay eoouch B\UllliDa). Photocopies of letters
to pay their educational debts.
and u well as the addresses are
Receotly Leaialation to allow available iD the Repotter office.
tho deductibility of the interest on

.. Amaziql If you liked 'Tommy,' you'll love 'Harry'."
-Prof. Charles Whitebread
The lyric• were i.nspirina. The finale 'See me/Brief me/~te me/Bill
them' i• a toe-tappin' lhow~stcypperl"
..COurt TV

flRoc~ry.

Tbe Legal

Set to a pulsating hard rock score (with just a touc;h of Easy
Listening), this is the musical story of a legal acedemian magically
plucked from a cloistered and insular existence in New Haven and
transported to the gauzy and s111Teal world of a small N~w York City
law school.
Ca1t
Harry......... ,.. ,........... ,................ William Shatner
Associate Dean..........................Marla Maples
The Registrar............................. Sinead O'Connor
Harry, age lO............................Ernmanuel Lewis
The Gypsy.............................'.... ,Katherine MacKinnon
Old Deuteronomy......................B. James George
The Acid Queen.......................Kim Lang
M~ic and lyrics by Pete Townshend and BarrfManilow;
produced by Steven Bocheo; 'sets by the Heads-on-Sticks Artist's
Workshop; seating provided by the National Book/Chair Repository(
special effects; smoke and mirrors by the NYLS Office of Career ·
Setvices.

"I objecti ...To anyone who doesn't go see Harry."
• Marvin Kornberg

PUFFY'S TAVERN
81 Hudson Street

"I laughed, I cried, it became a part of me"
·Antonin Sc:alia
Friggin' unbelievable!"

·Joey Buttafuoco
"Exerci.e your right to have a good time and go see Harry."
·Judge Wapner

~
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MEET PROFESSOR DANIEL J. KORNSTEIN
Professor Daniel J. Komstein is one of the
most fascinating law professors at New York
Law School. Since 1988, he bas taught the course
entitled "Defamation, Publicity and Privacy."
This course is filled with interesting backgrounds
of ~ cases which Professor Kornstein has
· been involved with. The most notable cases
include: Redgrave v. Boston Syomhony Or~ 855 F.2d 888 (1st Cir. 1988), wherein
actress Vanessa Redgrave was fired for political
reasons; McGippiss v. Etpmoye..S Reinsurance
Qg., 648 F. Supp 1263 (S.D.N.Y. 1986), a libel
insunnce coverage case; md Geisler v. Petrocelli.
616 F.2d 636 (2d Cir. 1980), a libel in
fiction case. Professor Kornstein also
represeuted Joe McGinniss, the author of
Fatal Vision, in a libel suit brought by
Jeffrey MacDonald. He brings these cases
to life through his teaching methocl
Professor Kornstein is the President of The Law & Humanities Institute,
is on the Editorial Board at Cardozo
Studies in Law and Literature, is also on
the Board of Directors of Royston Theater Company, and serves on the City
Bar Committee on Women in the Profession. He has also been a guest lecturer at
Yale Law School, Columbia Law School,
New York University Law School, and
Fordham Law School. Furthermore, he
was the speaker for the 1993 New York
State Bar Association Annual Meeting,
the Federation of Insurance and Corporate Counsel 1990 Annual Meeting, New
York County Lawyers Association 1992
Program on "Declining Professionalism,"
and the American Bar Association Forum Committee 1993 Program on Sports and Entertainment. On April 22, 1993, Professor Komstein
spoke at a New York County Lawyers' Association Evening Forum in regards to "Whose Life is
it Anyway? Private Matters/Public AffairsFrom Amy Fisher to Malcolm X: An In-Depth
Discussion of the Legal Issues Surrounding Life
Stories and DocudnuDas in Television and Film. "
Professor Komstein wrote The Music of
the Laws, published by Everest House, 1982,
which is a "delightfully urbane collection of
essays, which he shares his theory that, like
music, the laws contain a cogency and uniquely
inviolate form... Behind every law is a precedent
pattern of logic and stnactured reason; laws that
prevailed yesterday serve as building blocks for
those that will be created tomorrow. When the
logic collapses, the laws fail." He also wrote
Thjnking Under Fire: Courtroom Lawvers and
Their ImPact on American History. (Dodd Mead,
1987). His law review articles include: "Twisted
Vision: ~ Malcolm's Upside Down View of
the Fatal N ision Case," 1 Cardozo Studies in
Law and
127 (1989), "The Case Against
Lillian He!Iman: A Literary/Legal Defense," 57
fordham Law Review 683 (1989), "Th~ Success
of tbe Word: The Literary Critic as_ Constitutional ThQOrist," 4 Cardozo Arts & Entertain,
!Wt LaW Journal 277 (1985), "Inheritance: · A
Coastituti&oal Right?" 36 Rutgers Law Review
41 (1984).:."Impeacbment of Partial Verdicts," 54
St. Johp's.¢aw Review 663 (1980), "A Bayesian
Model of,Jfiarmless Error," S Joumal of Legal
a!1ia 121 (1976), "Taps for the Real Catch-22,"
81 Yale
Joumai1Sl8 (1972), "A Defeodant's
Riaht to -~ PJetrial Coapssicmal Testi-

Literature

Ilw

mony of Government Witnesses," 80 Yale Law
Journal 1388 (1971), " Insurance Merg~rs and the
Clayton Act," 78 Yale Law Journal 1404 (1969).
He has written numerous articles, essays and
book reviews for New York Law Journal, Wall
Street Journal, Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune,
New York Times, and Penthouse.
Professor Komstein attended to City College of New York and then Yale Law School.
After his first year of law school, he was drafted
in 1969 into the Army when the Vietnam Wa,r was on. He served as a legal clerk in the Army
in Fort Hood, Texas and as a special assistant to
the prosecutor in the first My Lai Massacre
court-martial. After his service, he returned
back to law school and finished up. He then

went to work at one of the large firms, Paul
Weiss Riflcind Wharton & Garrison, and then
helped start the litigation department at a small
firm, then called Baer & McGoldrick now called
Schulte Roth. & Zabel. At the age of 29, he
practiced as a sole practitioner. After three
years, he formed the firm of Kornstein Veisz &
Wexler, of which he is still a member.
Jackie George: "What made you decide to
teach at NYLS?"
Professor Kornstein: "I received a phone
call from Randy Jonakait who was at that time
one of the Deans. He asked me if I knew of
anyone who would be interested in teaching a
course on defamation. I said I was!"
Jackie George: "How have you found this
teaching experience to be?"
Professor Kornstein: "It is a fantastic experience! The students are very exciting, very
stimulating, provocative, and interested in the
subject matter. They are full of opinions and
information. A class does not go by that I do not
come away from it very excited and stimulated
about the subject; about law generally, and about
New York Law School. It is not as ~t to
the students; but sometimes it is very hard for
me to fall asleep at night on the eveniilg that I
teach, because I am so "Up," seriously. Some
classes, of course, are better than others. I also
fmd that standing in front of a group when
talking about subjects, helps clarify my own
questioo.s md also helps me come up with a new
thouglit or synthesis that I had not seen before.
There is something about the process of discussion that hammers out ideas md thinking. That
is something that I would encourage among
students too."
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Jackie George: "Many of the students have
indicated that they easily relate to the topics of
libel and privacy. What is your feeling on this?"
Professor Kornstein: "I think that is true
for many of the subjects. I don' t think libel and
privacy are Unique in that way. But more of it
can be related to personal experiences and activities. Any law course from the most abstract
to the most basic can be presented in a way so
that the students can relate to it. Libel and
Privacy... Yes we are all interested in our business about our reputation. Yes, we are all
interested in our privacy. Yes, but you can say
the same thing about contracts and in torts and
in tax."
Jackie George: "Why is it that the laws of
defamation, priv~y and publicity are so
more intriguing?"
Professor Komstein: "The interests
at stake are very personal and we so jealously guard our privacy and reputation .so
that it is so easy for us to identify with and
empathize with the characters that we
read about in the cases. We can imagine·
ourselves in those posi ions and how hurt
we would be. This may explain why these
branches of the law exist."
Jackie George: "Do you have any
further com.nients to provide to our readers?"
Professor Komstein: "I make this a
paper course rather than an exam course.
I think that the experience of writing a
paper as an essay about law is much more
useful for someone in law school as well as
out of law school in terms of exploring
their own ideas about the subject and how
they feel about the subject. A fifteen page
paper that expresses a creative or original
way of looking at a legal problem is much more .
valuable than a thirty-five page paper that is just
a dry recitation of what the law is with footnotes
and case citations. I am most interested in the
quality of thinking, analysis, and the student's
own thoughts. I think that originality and creativity is generally something that should be
cultivated but particularly in the law. We need
people who can break things down and approach things differently. A number of the
papers that I have received from this course
have been published in law reviews. I think that
·is a very gratifying thing. I have included one of
the published works as part of the course materials."
"Also, I have found great interest amongst
the students on the subject that I am teaching.
Sometimes the classes are large~;" than other
classes; but I have always taught at night. It has
always struck me as remarkable the students'
en~rgy and desire to learn. For someone to take
a course that runs to almost ten o'clock at night;
sometimes after -a full day of work; .and sometimes after a full day of classes, . .I have always
admired that burning desire and dedication to
learn and to better oneself. I am delighted to be
a part of it."
This is a great opportunity for the New
York Law School community to learn more
about Professor Daniel J. Kornstein. We would
like to thank Professor Komstein for taking time
out in letting us know more about him. His
students express their fascination in the topic of
"Defamation, Privacy and Publicity," and feel
privileged and lucky to have had this opportu. nity to study under his expertise. .
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Chief Judge Nominee Judith Kaye
to_. be J993 Gradu.ation .Speak~r. -: ·
· NYL·s· a Winner ·Two Years in a :Row~::·
.
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Currently, women serve as ·i~ ~· the expanded rights : ~f an ···p.nel compriSe of members of the
Chief Justices in only three. other iildi~du&l under the S~te ·eonsti-. jud~ciary and ·s tate government,
stateS: Flori~ (Ciiief Judge Rose- tution.
.
seleCt and. present the .G overnor
New York State' Cowt of .Ap- m
_ •rv ·Barkett), We8t Viro1n1• and
with·
to choose
..-.~
oLiberals .A.pplaiul
· a· list· of se~eial names
·
peals Associate:. Judge Judith S. Idaho, and in the Distiict of Colum.. .
his· nominee . froin. 7 . Four members
Kaye, recently nomin•ted by Gov- bi& (Chief Judie Judith . Rodg~). It
· L:iberal:-' co~stit~tional . law · ..of:the Coomiission ~- chosen by
emor -Mano CtiolnO to SUCCeed Sol was widely . rumored · that Judge scholars ail.d ·civil libertarian_s ap- -" Gov~nior C~omo, Four by Chief·.
Wachtler as Chief Judge; will be . Kaye ·took .her name off PCe,sident -~la~ed her ·nomination;- _d~rib- · JucJse Wachtlei.:-.and four by the .
this year's graduation coiiUileD.ce- ·Clinton's :Short ·list for U.S. AttOr..: • ~g the Judge as a champlon of . bipartisAn. leadership of the state
. ment speaker.
.
. ney GenerBI ··~ order to remain in '_ indivi~"Wl~ ~~hts under. ~e State · legi~lature.• ..·. ~-- .
If Confirmed by the Republi- the ~ fOr the Chief Judge's . Co~tltutlon. . Indeed, commenta'Judge Kay~'s elevation, along
· em-controlled state· Senate, Judge ·seat. · .
.
- • ~ · f~ m accelerated push to_. · with the man~tory retirement of
Kaye would become the first fechlef Judge Wachtler resiioed ' continue the redefinition of the State -As_spciate. Judge_ Stewart F.
male <llief Judge -·o f the- sevea-mem- last November,- after being arrested ·· Constitution's outer limits under H~. Jr., who turns 70 this year;
ber Court of Appeals, New York · for · allegedly baiassing ·.nd extort- Kaye's stewan:lship. Former. Asso- opens two seats on the Court for
State's highest tribunal. She would ing
·from New York socialite _ciate Judge Fritz W. AleXao.der, who Mr. Cuomo to fill:· Under state law,
become a member of a small coterie Jby Silverman, his foriner lover and -now serves . as New York City's · ~e: Commission .must present the
of Appeals Court Chief Judges that top
R~pu~lican
fund-raiser. · Deputy Mayor for ~blic Safety, Govern,or with· bistween seven
includes such luminaries as John Wachtler
plead temporary in- says that ''the trend will be · toward . names for Cliief Judge, and between
Jay (New York's first Chief Judge), sanity, a defense -he had often criti- a more liberal interpretation of our tliree and seven nalnes for AssociBenjamin N. Cardozo (Chief Judge . cized while sitting on the ·beaCh.
State ConstitutiOn," as opposed to ate Judge.9
from 1926 to 1932) and Charles D.
AlthOugh quite liberal In con- the more Conservative rulings comAlong with the above names,
tlast to today's U.S. Supreme Court, ing from the U.S. Supreme Court. 3 other candidates mentioned for the
B.reitel.
"I think women are looking to Judge Kaye iS considered to be a
In a recent study of rulings Associate Judge positions include .
me to be the beSt j~ge, the best centrist by New York's standards. ·involving individual constitutional 1 Leo J. Fallon, Appellate Division,
Chief J~dge of the State of New Ms. Kaye is o~ credited with lead- rights and liberties handed down Third Department, Professor R.
York that I qan possibly be," Judge ing the battle to expand individual by-the Court of appeals in 1990 and Kent Greenwalt of Columbia Law
Kaye said at her nomination. "I think rightS under the State's Constitu- 1'991, Albany Law School Assistant School, Acting Brooklyn Supreme
women are looking for the same tion, and her nomination has been Professor Vincent Bonven~re r~- Court Justice James. G. Starkey and
thing everyone else is looking for, characterized as a villidation of the ported that Judge Kaye dectded m -Manhattan Supreme Court Justice
principles of dual constitutional- favor of the Prosecution in 54% of . David B. Saxe.lo
.
fairness and ju8tice. " 1
·
the cases and in favor of the defenA Consensus-Builder
dant in 46 911. • Among the seven
judges on the Court of Appeals,
While. Chief .Judge Wachtler.
Judge Kaye placed right in the cen- another Cuomo selection, was more ·
ter. "I · ~ the [recent era] of re- co_m bative and outspoken, Judge .
trenchment [under Wachtler] is · Kaye has been characterized as a
.
over,"
said ·Bonventre, who pre- consensus-builder, well-liked and ·
Marcil rrlfh
lleflucflon•••
' dieted that the Court of Appeals . weU:.regarded by ·peers and legal
would take· a decidedly liberal swing scholars. She ·has been ranked one
under Kaye, in the next few years. s of the brightest members of any
JUdge Kaye is considered the state court in tJ:te nation, 11 and is
swing vote on criminal law issues, · often praised for the clarity and
although she has been criticized by perceptiveness of her opinions.
prosecuting attorneys for her lack
During the February 22nd anof experience ··in· the· area, Many nouncement of her nomination,
prosecut~rs believe that her lack of Governor Cuomo said that Judge
working · knowledge of .New· York's . Kaye was a '"bright new leader
criminal system has allowed her to .-whose credentials ~ a lawyer, legal
d~velop an u.D.reai.istic understjmd- scholar and judge are superior and
ing of individual criminal and pro- whose collegiality and leadership
cedurai rights.
capacities have been proven. " 12
· The Selection Process
, Judge . Kaye was born on Aut•ali.INE
. gust 4, 1938, in Monticello, a town
· Along with Acting Chief Judge in Sullivan Couti.ty, New York; Afldt. 111th • A._ ce.,taft Powll 8MI.Olllce
•••n ,..,.,.......,,,...,
Richard D. Simons, 65, there were ter graduating from Barnard in 1958,
five other .contenders for the posi- . the future Chief Judge worked as a
tion_ of Chie~ Judge: Howard A. reporter for the Hudson Dispatch,
CLE.N NE£8LE 8EMeNSTIIUI•N
c.nw an Addlotlon aa.1111111. . MuM•
Levme, ~~ate. ]udg~ of the Ap- a· New Jersey newspaper.u Sensing
. 112 W. Snh. 7lh Aw.
pellate
DJytslon _s Thud Depart-_,' .a dead-end career at the newspa.,•••• ., w:..
men~, E. Leo Milo~ and Jose~h per, which wotild not allow her to
Sullivan, both Assoc1ate Judges m cover topical news stories Kaye
PMIEIT HI •111--Mf.ll. . CIIMP818N
the First Department, William E. enrolled in night school at N.Y.U. ,
~-·Hellerstein, Professor of Law at and was awarded an L.L.B. cum
·• La. ......... ani
Brooklyn Law School and former laude in 1962. .After the award of a
NYC Legal Aid S~iety Crimin~l · scholarship allowed her to transfer
Appeals Bureau Chi~f, and Le~s to the day program, Ms. Kaye beA.
Kaplan, a partner m Paul, We1ss, came an associate editor of law re~
.
6
Rifkind, . Wharton & Garrison. •
view. She graduated sixth in her
.,. .
Under the current selection class of 290 students.
·
process, the Commission on .JudiBefore being chosen in 1983
cial Nominations, a 12-member by Governor Cuomo to sit as tbe
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Avant-Garde Cannibals Invade NYLS!
Moving along, we next turned to the mysterious shrunken-headson-sticks. Mike and I agreed that the one with multiple stalks (titled
"Faculty Christmas Party") exuded vaguely religious overtones, .remindllecently, New Yort Law School has gotten culture. Entering 'C' ing us of the Old Testament story of t,he Exodus from S~om and Gomorra
Building last Monday morning, Mike Simone and I were momentarily (the one where Lot's wife turned into a pillar of salt because she looked
startled by the hulking presence of some strange alien forms that had back). The sculpture could be meant to serve as a biblical warning to
graduating students: "Get out, quickly! • it may be saying, "Head for the
laoded and taken up position in NYLS' new cafeteria.
Thinking that we had accidentally wandered into some trendy hills. And look b"ack at your own peril. " Or perhaps the sculpture has its basis
downtown art gallery (specializing in Germany's most disturbing new in ancient NYLS mythology, the myth of the so-called "promised land."**
artists), we quickly tried to find our bearings. Mike roused the security You may remember those stories, the ones passed down orally from 3L's
guard aapping near the door, and be was promptly infOJ'IDed by the trusty to 1L's while sitting around the fire built to keep people warm in the old
· sentinel that we were indeed inside the NYU Law School's new cafeteria/ · student lounge.
When other law schools stock up on artwork, they usually opt for the
student center.
Not completely believing the somnabulaic sentry, we ventured standard watercolors of fruitbowls or those annoying etchings of overcarefully into the cafeteria, deciding to investigate for ourselves. It Was weight nineteenth century barristers. Not New York Law School. No sironly after we both tripped over the well-positioned two-step incline eel One can almost hear the Student Affairs Committee as they sat around
strategically placed in the center of the room that we realized-yes indeed- their conference table, squealing in delight, "Let's get a Mapplethorpe in
this was the New York Law School. Having settled that issue, we decided there!"
it was now our moral obligation (as Mike put it) to inspect the newest
Wondering what our fellow classmates thought of such In-YourFace Art, we solicited some opinions from some of the other students
additions to the NYLS community.
We started at the front of the room, near the security station. By the filtering into the cafeteria. What they said is on the following page > > :
way, have you seen the new plaque engraved with the NYLS security
officer's motto that will be hung over the station at next week's dedication?
Mercifully, we discovered that the school did not pay cash for
It will read 'quieta non movere' (rough translation: 'body at rest'). We noted these (surely) priceless pieces; rather, they are only on loan to the school.
that with the addition of the artwork, this formerly bland room had taken It was comforting to know that wherever the stuff actually came from, it
on an ambiance slightly reminiscent of the cantina scene in the movie Star would eventually be going back. {Or, as Mike puts it: "Unlike herpes, this
Wars.
stuff will go away.")
We ended our investigation at the Office of Student Services,
which informed us that the school plans to rotate exhibits, having several
different artists' worl( on display each semester. After some prompting
The Office of Student Services revealed the titles of some of the exhibits
planned for the near future:

"It was comforting to
know that wherever the

stuff actually came from,

"1001 Things To Do With A Dead Cat"

it would eventually be
going back. "

"You'd Be Surprised What We Dredged Out Of The Hudson River"
"Dem Bones, Dem Bones: Exhuming The Remains Of New York's
Greatest Jurists"
"Teamster Finger Painting"

Intrigued, we strolled over to the book/chair hybrid. Granted, we
may not know m.liCh about art, but is it really wise to have a chair made
of federal digests displayecl so prominently near the main entrance? The
chair is now one of the first things an outsider will encounter after passing
the new security station. Seeing the chair, the uninformed might think we
do not read our own law books. One can almost hear visitors furtively
whispering to one another: "Don't they need those things for something
else? . . . What do they do with their McKinney's? Use them for kindling
in the boiler room?•
Actually, using library books for furniture might not be a bad idea.
Indeed, the idea of building an ottoman to match the book/chair with
some of the textbooks written by NYLS professors feels vaguely appealing. Thinlc of all the other possibilities! Public Affairs could put a snappy
little ad in next year's admissions package like, "NYLS Library BooksThey're Not For Reading Anymore. • Or perhaps the school to give them
away as souviniers to sleepy high school students who make it through
a day-long Outreach Program.
Book furniture can be practical, too. Worried about the hip cost of
·maintaining the lounge furniture? We could have a whole roomful of book
furniture. Nail together a few U.S. Code Annotated (softcover edition,
please) and viola! a customized cafeteria seat. Bet they won't have
mytbing like that up at Cardozo. No need to worry about buying any
more tables or chairs, just raid the Reserve Room.
Ideas abound! Those annoying advance sheets? Plas~mats!
McKianeys sbipmeot just in? Instant doorstops. Extra ALR's? Use 'em to
prop up kegs at tbe next SBA party. [Incidentally, President-Elect llene
S.CCO iDbms us that tbe teotltive date of tbe next SBA party is October

121h. 1996.]

.

-;Security Guard Etch-A-Sketch"
"Madonna, Cher and Sharon Stone: Favorite Gownless Evening Straps
Of The Stars"
• A Time For Change: Photographs Of Velma The Cafeteria Cashier At
Work"
" Career Services' Needlepoint"
"Origami 'with Lexis/Westlaw Paper"
"Gaelic Law Students Crushed Beer Can Mosaic: Our Very Special
Tribute To The Kennedys"

cont. on next page
*"' "Promised · Land" n. or its deriv. "Job-in-hand. • adj. from the ancient
scrolls of the lost tribe of NYLS grads who are known as the Skadden
Fellows or alternately, Those Who Clutch Their DoubleYooToos. Only
recently unearthed in the archaeological dig in the Library's Starr International Law Collection Room, a team of anthropologists from the Office
of Career Services have interpreted one of the oldest scrolls, dubbed the
'Rosetta Letter' (apparently .some sort of employment offer) as placing this
•promised land• at a yet undiscovered medium size tort litigation firm
somewhere ·in White Plains 0r Stamford•.
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A multi-put showing of the works of Andres ("Piss Christ") Cerrano:
Coming in Fall 1993 is the first mm11meat, "Crayolas & Crucifixes:
Andre's Pre-School Years. • [We could just see the posters advertising
Ibis one: "Bush's NEA wouldn't fuud him, But NYLS' SBA .did! Come
See Your SAC Fees At Work. Alumni & Board Of Trustee Members
Welcome.]
"Nadine Strossen: Testing The Limits Of First Amendment Obsenity
Law With Vatican Art."

Coming in Spring 1995: "The Koresh Charcoals"

"That's probably one-half of my semester's tuition."
"What?"
"It's the second terrorist attack _9n lower Manhattan this year!"
"Professor Lee's shrunken head collection."
"Proof that all things mediocre-be they art or
law professors- eventually wind up at New
York Law School."
·
"Makes more sense than a Chang exam."
"Career Services will do anything to get last
year's graduates a job."
·"One of the construction workers left a pile of
sticks in the cafeteria after the school refused to
tip him."
"This year's crop of tenure-track professors."
"What do you expect when you shop at those
'Starving Artist' sales at the Ramada Inn."

"Kathie Lee Gifford after one too many Slim
Fasts."
·
"Strap a lit cigarette on the thing and it could be
Keith Richards."
"Oh my Goodness, passers-by can see it through
the front window!"
"It's
a
symbol
of
late-Eighties
europhallocentrism1 obviously."
"A giant cockroach catapult"
"Sombody must have accidentally let the Lock
Ness monstet out of the student dungeon again."
_"Looks like the thing from Beetlejuice."

"Art imitating (Barney) Fife."
"If you can trace Blinky off the cover of this
matchbook, you too can be an artist. . . "
"Maybe it's meant to represent the school's grading curve."
"Gives new meaning to the expression 'Shit on
a Slick.'"
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The bottom line:
Whlle this article attempts to satirize the artwork
in the cafeteria, the school has to be commended
for giving us a really creative, first-rate cafeteria.
The room looks great, and it's different fro~
every other law school in New Yofk.

"Well, it's better than the tapistry on the wall
depicting anal sex."

"It's how I feel when I think about all my law
school loans. "

..,

'

~exfWeek: The Sinead O'Connor Memorial

- Tapestry vs. The Dot Matrix Shroud of
, Turin.

'

New Software Policy at New York.LaW School
New York Law School Iicea.
the uae of computet 10ftware from
a variety of third partiea. Such
10ftware ia normally copyriahted
by the aoftware developer and,
unleaa 11preuly authorized to do
10, New York Law School bas no
ript to make copiee of the aoftware
except for backup or archival purM
po111. The purpote of thia policy is
to pRveat copyriaht infrinaemeut
and to protect the inteJrity of New
York Law School'a computer eaviI'Oillllmt from viruaes. lbia policy
appliee to all employees (faculty
and ataff membera) ad atudeata.

aor. UD&Uthorized duplicatioa. of
10ftware may aubject employees,
atudea.ta aadlor the Law School to
both ci vii and criminal penalties
under the United States Copyriaht
Act.
Employees and students may
not Jive aoftwaN to outaidera. Software _may be used on local area
networks or on multiple machines
only in accordance with applicable
license aareementa.
2. Blli16«Ue1 for SojtwtiH.

Software and trainina must
alao be budaeted at the same time
11 computer hardware. Purchuee
1. o.n StitttMtMt of /Wlq.
of aoftware for 11iatina computers
It ia the policy of New York will be charaed to the department's
Law School to respect all computer Computer Software bud_aet line.
,10ftwue copyriJhta and to adhere
J. ApproHl ofiO/ftNH.
to the terma of all 10ftware Iicea.
To purcbaae aoftware, em·
to which the School ia a party. Tbe
Director of Computer Cater hU ployees must obtain the approval
the reaponlibility of keepiq the of their A.uociate Dean or Ubrary
Law SchOol eoiDIIlllllity infol'lllld Director and follow eatabliahed
proc:edurea for the acquiaition of
of liceaaiq nquiNmeutl.
New York Law School em- School uaeta. Software acquired
ploy., aad atudeata may not du- for ute by Studata 1oumala ad
plicate ay liceued 10ftware or re- Moot Court mUll have approval of
lated cloc\aaatation for uae either the Aoociate Dea for Academic
oa. New York Law School premilee Affaira, and Software acquired for
or eliiWbere UDI. . New York Law ute by ltudeat oraanizatiou muat
ScbooL ia expreaaly authorized to have approval of the Auociate' Dean
do 10 by qreemeat with tbe Iicea· for Student Affaira prior to any

Judge Kaye
Ctllldltatl ~ Ptlr• 19
firat, and ltill only1 female IIIOCiafe
judpCil tbeCourtofAppe&Ja, Ms. Kayewul.plfta«at
Olwine, Connelly, Chaae, O'Doanell & Weyber,
where abe tpeeialized in commercial litiaatioa. 14

Before becomina Olwine Connelly's firat female
IIIOCiate in .1969 (and its first female partner in
1975), abe was an asaociate at Sullivan &
Cromwell and an ui-bouse counsel at IBM, u
Judae _Kaye baa remained active in public
interest Iince joiniq.the Court of Appeals. The
Judae hu served aince 1990 u a co-chair of the
Permanent Judicial Commission on Justice for
Children. Judae Kaye is also a fellow of the
American Colleae of Trial Lawyera, a vice-chair
of the Clieot'• Security Fund.
Judae Kaye is married to Stephen Rackow
Kaye, a partner at Proakauer, Rose, Getz &
Meodel10bu. They live on Central Park West,
and have three children, Gordon, 24, JoutbiD,
26 and Lui~~& Kaye Haaemeier, 27. 1' The Kaye's
also have oae arandchild, Sonja Haaemeier,
four monthl old. 11
If confirmed, 1udae Kaye, 54 would lit for
a 14-year term. In addition to her dutiea 11 Chief
1udae, Ma. Kaye will alao be reapouible for
oveneeina the adminiatratioa. of the state court
ayatem. New York's court ayatem is the laraeat
in the natioa., with over 1100 judaea and an
operatina budaet of almo.t $1 billion.

Blf Buckl
Upon beeomina Chief Judae, Ms. Kaye
will see her yearly salary rise from $115,000 to
$120,000 a year. In financial disclosure forms,
the 1udae reported her net worth 11 beiDa $1.13
millioa.. 1' 1udae Kaye is an opera devotee, and
the Judae lw been known__to occuionally break
out into a spontaneous aria while relaxina in

purchase of software.
-1. Acquilltton oflojtwtu&
All software orders must be
reviewed by tho Computer Center
and purchased throuah the Purchasina Department. Software may
not be purchased throuah corpo~
rate credit cards, petty cash,- or
travel and entertainment budaeti.
Software ~cquisition channels are
restricted to ensure that the School
baa a complete record of all soft·
ware that h11 been purchaaed for
School computers ad can reaister,
support ad uparade such software
accordinaly.
S. R~ of •ojtwfiN.
Software must first be delivered to the Computer Center to
complete reaistration and invenw
tory requirementa. The staff of the
Computer· Center is reeponlible for
comple&inJ the reJiatration card and
retumina it to the software pub·
lisher. Software must be reaistered
in the lliiDI of New York Law School
and department in which it will be
used. Software should never be
reaiat.ered in the name of the indi·
vidual user.
6.

llflt.a.tlo11 of So/fwtiH.

After the reaiatration require-

chamhera. She al10 liata l'tldiq U.S. Supreme
Court opinions and watchiD.a Court TV u a

favored putime.
U.S. Supreme Court Aaaociate Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor addressed last year's
araduatina class. The Clus of 1991 Wll honored
by thea-White House Chief of Staff 1ohn Sununu.
This year's araduation ceremony will be held at
Avery Fisher Hall on 1une 14, 1993 at 2:00 PM.
1Cary Spencer, "
a Sponcor

'Sack
Sack
'Spencer
• Sarah Lyall, MPanel Oivca Cuomo its List of Seven
Choicoa for Chief Judge" New York Times, February
4,1993, 86.
.
1
The Commiuion currently con1i1t1 of tho following
mombon (tho official who appointed each commisaioner Ia liatod in parentheaia):
o Hugh R. Jonea, Ponner Coun of Appeals Judge and
Chairponon' of tho Commiaaion (Oovomor Cuomo).
o Harry W. Albriaht, Panner, Pattoraon, Belknap,
Webb &:. Tyler (Cuomo).
o Carol Bellamy, Managina Director, Bear Sterna
(Senate Minority Leader Manfred Ohrenatein). Ma.
Bellamy baa recently announce hor intent to run for
tho office of State Comptroller, which Nod Regan has
announced that ho hia ia retiring (rom in AprU.
o Lorraine A. Cortea-Vaaquoz, Executive Director,
Aapira of New York (Wachtler).
o Edward P. Cox, Partner, Donovan, Loiaure, Newton A Irvine (Aaaombly Minority Loader Clarence D.
Rapployoa).
o Joaophino L. Gambino, Commiuioner, Departm~t o( Ci~il Service (Cuomo).
o Gerald B. Lofcourt (Fonner Auembly Speaker Mel
Miller).
o Robert J. McQuire, Former Police Commissioner
and Partner, Kroll Auociatea (Chief Judge Sol
Wachtler).
·
o Judith D. Moyen, Public Affairs Television, Inc.
4
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ments above have been met, the
software may be installed by the
staff of the Computer Center. User
manuals, tutorials and other user
materials will be provided to the
user. The ·oriainal software dis·
kettes whh a _copy of roaiiltration
should be st¢utely kept by the de·
partment head.
'?. Personally Owned Computer.
New York Law School's computers are School assets and must
be kept both software leaal and
virus free. Only software purchased
throuah the procedures outlined
above may be used on School machines. Employees and students
are not permitted to briq aoftware
from home ad load it on School
computers. Employees and stu·
dats must purchase their own software for home use.
8. "SIIt~HWt~N".
"Sharewire" software is copyriahted software that is distributed
widely throuah electronic bulletin
boards and onaline syatems. Purchase and reJistration of lbateware
products should be handled the
same way as commercial software
products in New York Law School.
Employees and students are not
permitted to download shareware
without the approval of the Associ·
ate Deans or Libraty Director.

(Wachtler).
o BaaU A. Pattenon, Partner, Meyer, Suozz1, Bngliah
at K1eln (Wachtler).
o Barry C. Sample, Bxocutivo Deputy Commia1ionor,
Diviaion o( Criminal Justice Service• (Cuomo).
o Stuart A. Summitt, Counsel, Summitt, Solomon &
Feldaman
o Fonner Oovemor Malcolm Wuaon, Partner, Kent,
Hazzard, Jaogor, Freedman, Oreor & Pay (Former
State Senate Majority Leader Warren M. Andoraon).
Thia liat was reprinted from the November 12, 1993
edition of tho Now York Times.
1
Sarah Lyall, "Panel in Albany Won't Speed Up tho
Choice of Judge," Now York Times, November 12,
1993, AI. "When a vacancy opens up on tho Court,
the panel aollcita applications from around the state,
narrows the field to a list of serious candidates and
then narrows it again to present a tlnal liat of nominee. to the Oovemor." Since its inception in 1978
candidate• havo been chosen on a merit basis, and th;
Commission looks at such factora as judicial tem·
perament, acholarahip, writing ability and relevant
experience. Political considerations aro not aupposed
to play a role, although this .will bo tested by Governor Cuomo's recent admonition to the Commiuion
to pick more minority and female candidate•. ld.
'Daniel Wue, MSeven Chief Judae candidatea Sent To
Cuomo," Now York Law Journal, February 4 1993 at
1.

10

'

'

Wile
11 Sack
12
Sarah Lyall, MCuomo Nominates Judith Kaye For
Top Judicial Poat," Now York Times, February 23,
1993, Al.
n Kevin Sack, MCuomo'a Choice to Head the Coun of
Appeall: A Judae's Judge," NeW York Times, February 23, 1993, 82 14
New York Times, February 23, 1993.
15
Oary Spencer, "Kaye Ia Selected Chief Judge by
Oovomor: Firat Woman in Post," New York Law
Journal, February 23, 1993, at 1.
1
' Sack
17
Sack
11
Now York Times, Fcb!Uiry 23, 1993.
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An average law
student's conversation
amongst friends

:

•. : · .~· ·:: . • • ! ' .... .

t.•-or: .t

-· ~··...·

Both ofthese
guys r _
speech .

writers must have
come from
Career Services

Moot Court Cont.
Duberstein-St. John's Law School-American Bankruptcy Institution Competition! Congratulations to teammates Robin Sherak., Kevin Walsh, and
coach Bryce Moses. (Ms. Sherak. was National Best Oralist last year in the
Cardozo-BMI Entertainment Law Competition.) NYLS, which ultimately
was defeated by New York University, had beaten NYU in an earlier
round. Chief Judge Doberstein, the Chief Justice of the final panel, had
great things to say about NYLS during his comments to the packedcourtroom at the United States Courthouse at Foley Square. The Chief
Judge noted, moreover, that, of his two clerks, one is from NYU and the
other is from NYLS, and that his nephew attends NYLS.
"All four teams were advised by Professor Gerald Lebovits. Bank-

ruptcy expert Professor Karen Gross; assisted by Professor Katherine
Heidt, also coached the National Bankruptcy Team. Professors Park
McGinty and Leonard Leiman judged practice rounds with the National
Corporate Law Team."
Regarding the Wagner, most of the information you need is in the
March 1993 edition of The Reporter at page 1. Please also note that Laura
Obadiah was this year's Wagner Chair, that Professor Laura Stein was the
faculty advisor to the Wagner, and that approximately thirty Moot Court
Association students devoted countless hours to this year's successful
Wagner. This information was omitted from the otherwise excellent
article in The Reporter.

..
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New York Law School's Clinic Programs Gain Recognition
New York Ltlw Scltool's illrplld on tlae lllrger coiiUIIIIIIity is sometimes missed in tlae press~Ue ofmeeting deadlines 1111d preparing for exii1IIS. The f ollowing
~~~tide~ in tlte New York Ltlw JOIU'JUlL
I

Clinical Programs Address New, Varied Issues
(

the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens and northern Manhattan. The bank has agreed to provide small
business loans and loans for affordable multifamily housing.
By Rhea Mandulo
Mr. Grosberg said the clinic, operating for
\
several
years, will monitor BNY's compliance
When the Bank of New York agreed this
with
the
federal Reserve's directive over the
_ · month to meet with community groups in an
next
three
months.
effort to help low- and moderate-income
Mr.
Grosberg
· and the co-director of the
New Y orkeis obtain credit for housing and
clinic,
Associate
Professor
Richard Marsico,
economic development, it was in large meabegan
working
on
the
challenge
to BNY's acquisure due to the Civil Law Clinic at New York
sition
of
Barclays
in
June.
The
clinic
has handled
Law School.
other
enforcement
matters
under
the
CommuTwo clinic students, Andrew Pappas
nity
Reinvestment
Act
and
acts
as
a
consultant
and Steven Krasner, challeaged the proposed
acquisition of 62 branches of Barclays Bank in to community groups. Professor Marsico is draftNew York by the Bank of New York-a ing a guide for organizations and lawyers on
purchase which required aP.,roval from the how to challenge bank's compliance with the
State Banking Department and the Federal federal law.
The Community q>atition for Fair BankReserve Board. The students, acting as gening,
which
is a project of east Harlem Interfaith
eral counsel to the Community Coalition for
and
Inner
City
Press/Community on the Move,
Fair Banking, were part of a team that drafted
based
in
the
South
Bronx, was also represented
documents submitted to th~ Bank of New
York and the two agencie&_: ·to demonstrate by Richard Krulik.
A new clinic at Hofstra University School
the bank's non-compliance· with the 1979
of Law has already been overwhelmed with
federal Community Reinvestment Act.
The students documented how the bank cases generated by the Americans with Disabili·
had failed to grmt loaDS for housing or rede- ties Aa.
The clinic, which started this fall, reprevelopment in Brooldyn, Queens, northern
Manhattan and the Bronx asserting a viola- sents employees against employers who they
tion of the law which requires banks to rein- assert have not complied with the ADA. After
vest in the poorer communities where they advertising ...in ABLE, a local monthly newsletter
maintain branches, explained Lawrence for the disabled, the response was so great that
Grosberg, director of New York Law School's the ads were halted, said the clinic's staff attorlawyering skills program and supervisor of ney Jo Anne Simon.
Five clinic students have so far handled
the clinic. BNY had been granting loans to
more
than 30 matters, said clinic director Profescustomers in Putnam, Rockland, Westchester,
sor
Roy
Simon, who is not related to Ms. Simon.
Orange, Dutchess, Nassau and Suffolk counThe
students
have negotiated with employers
ties, he said.
on
behalf
of
disabled
employees to obtain alterEarlier this month, the Federal Reserve
ation
of
work
environments
suited to the emagreed to BNY's purchase of the Barclays
•
ployees'
physical
needs,
said
Professor Douglas
branches on the condition that the bank exL.
Colbert,
director
and
managing
attorney of
pand its community service area to include
Hofstra's clinics.

In one matter, a woman on· Long Island
had been denied benefits under a disability
insurance policy. When she told the insurer
she had contacted the clinic, the company
retracted that decision, but required her to
furnish monthly doctor' s letters qualifying
her for benefits, Mr. Simon said. After one
letter, drafted by a student, the company
dropped that requirement as well, he said.
In another matter, a handicapped
woman reported that her parking space was
moved across the street from her workplace.
After several telephone calls and a letter
from the clinic, her parking space was returned, Mr. Simon said.
Only one inatter has required the clinic
to file court papers: in October the clinic filed
suit in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of New York for a Queens hospital
worker diagnosed with a disability after she
started working, who claimed the ho~pital
discriminated against her in her benefits,
Mr. Simon said.
i
Another new clinic, at the City University of New York Law School at Queens
College, has students preparing policy papers on brutality against women internationally for possible adoption by the Organization of American States and 1993's United
Nations World Conference on Human
Rights.
"When we talk about abuse of people
in custody, when we talk about torture, there
is very little mention of sex-specific assaults
like rape, " said Professor Rhonda Copelon.
Ms. Copelon and Professor Celina Romany
direct the new International Women' s Human
Rights Clinic, where eight students are
researching and drafting.
Reprinted with permission of The New York
Law Journal, copyright, 1992. The New York
Law Publishing Comp any.
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New York Law School to Become ''Smokeless
Institution''
FROM:
DATE:

Harry H. Wellington
Office of the Dean
April23, 1993

I am approving the recommendation' of the
Advisory Committee on Health, Security and
· Access that smoking be prohibited in all New
York Law School buildings, including individual
offices and inside and outside stairwells and
landings, effective July I, 1993.

I wish I did not have to do this, but as you
know, the dangers of second-hand smoke have
been well documented, and our facilities are
such that we cannot create smoking areas that
do not expose nonsmokers to smoke.
If you are a smoker who is interested in
stopping, information regarding smoking cessatiOn programs is available to staff in the Personnel Office (Ext. 131) and to students in the
Office of Student Services (Ext. 851). I want to-.__..~,
thank all smokers in advance for helping to
enhance our environment.
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New Computer/Law Products From West Offer
Promise of Lower Costs and Quick Research
system. A particularly useful _feature is the use of "hot-lc.ey" research
from within a WordPerfect document. The user may then copy and
paste text from the disks directly
into the WordPerfect document.

West Publishing Company
and West Services, Inc. continue to
introduce new computer products
for attorneys. The new products
add to q already impressive line of
computer/law products that includes Black's Law Dictionary on
disk.. Students already utili~e
West's computer-assisted legal research service, WestLaw.
West Publishing Company
has released two "\FAST" (Fast
Access Searchable Text) Dislc.s for
New York attorneys, McKinney's
New York Civil Practice Law and
McKinney's New York Rules of
Court for state and federal courts.
The computer editions are available on 3.5" and 5.25" dislc.s for use Once in the \FAST Disk program,
on IBM compatible computers and an attorney may use a "hot-key" to
networks.
access WestLaw without closing the
Both products allow the com- program. West offers toll-free cusputer literate attorney to ~h laws tomer support for users calling 1
.and rules using commands similar 800 848 DISK. Both programs are
to those utilized in the WestLaw • part of West's Desktop Practice

Systems, advertised as "a line of
products designed to provide practical information and automate the
routine activities of a typical law
practice."
West Services,. Inc. announced
in April the release of full text case
law on CD-ROM disk for the states
of Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois,
Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, New
Jersey, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Washington.
West previously released CD-ROM
disks for the case law of California,
Florida, Texas, Massachusetts and
New York. Planned for release this
summer will be CD-ROM disks for
the states of Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island and Virginia. The case law ·co-ROM disks
may be searched using a search and
retrieval program similar to that of
the on-line Westlaw computer assisted legal research system. The
new state libraries include from one
to . three diskS.

Most of the new state case law
libraries include coverage from the
late 1930's or early 1940's, although
the Washington set includes cases
from 1898. The Tennessee disk includes the unpublished cases from
1985. The Illinois library, a four disk
set that will include the Smith-Hurd
Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated, is available for an initial payment of $995.00 and a monthly fee
of $65.00. West also. includes a CDROM drive at no extra cost with a
one-year subscription. The new
CD-ROM libraries are available on
two basis, either as a full subscriptiol,l service with weekly advance
sheets and regular disk updates or
as a reference subscription which
includes only the current information.
The new CD-ROM libraries
may offer an attractive package to
the computerized attorney when
compared to the relatively expensive on-line searches, which often
cost between $77.00 and $150.00
per hour.

Universities Pursue Black Scholars
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. CPS
Florida N & M University attracted
73 National Achievement Scholars
this academic year, making the
public university No. 1 in the nation
in the recruitment of academically
talented Afro-American freshmen.
FAMU, a historically black
university, beat Harvard University, the National Merit Scholar-

ship
Corporation · reported.
Harvard had topped FAMU in the
past two years. This year, Harvard
came in second with 49 scholars;
Stanford University in Stanford,
California, 28; fourth was the University of Oklahoma with 27 scholars.
Students enter the National
Achievement Scholarship Program

for Outstanding Negro Students by
requesting consideration when taking the PSAT, a preliminary college
examination.
Most of the achievement
scholars rank in the top 25 percent
· of thei,r graduating senior class in
high schol, with one-fourth in the
top 1 percent and more than half in
the top 5 percent, F AMU officials
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said. Rounding out the list of the
top schools attracting these outstanding students this year are:
Duke University, 23; California
Institute of Technology, 21: University of Virginia, 19: Howard university, 18; MIT, 18; Yale, 18:
Morehouse, 17; University of Michigan, 16; and Spelman College, in
Atlanta, 15.

BARIBRI BULLETIN
DATES TO REMEMBER
DAY/DATE

EVENT

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12

OFFICIAL FILING DEADLINE FOR
MARCH 12th MPRE

SUNDAY,FEBRUARY21

Lecture:
Location:
Time:
Tuition:

MPRE (LIVE LECTURE)
Presented by Stanley D. Chess
RAMADA HOTEL
(7th Ave. & 33rd St., N.Y.C.)
11AM-3PM
Free for BAR/BRI enrollees
($75 payment required - fully credited toward tuition)

SUNDAY, MARCH 7

Lecture:
Location:
Time:
Tuition:

N.Y. PRACTICE & PROCEDURE (LIVE)
Presented· by Prof. Arthur Miller
RAMADA HOTEL
(7th Ave. & 33r'd St., N.Y.C.)
10AM-4PM
Fret: for BARiBRI enroiiees
($75 payment required - fully credited toward tuition)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24

NOTE:

1)

1993 BOOK DISTRIBUTION BEGINS
(Additional distr~bution days to be announced)

2)

CLASS OF '93- $15() N.Y. DISCOUNT ENDS
($75 discount continues)

CLASS OF '94 - $150 N.Y. DISCOUNT CONTINUES;
CLASS OF '95 & '96- $200 N.Y. DISCOUNT CONTINUES

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19

NEW YORK COURSE BEGINS AT LIVE WCA TION

TUESDAY, MAY 25

NEW YORK COURSE BEGINS AT TAPE WCATIONS

SATURDAY, MAY 29

FILING DEADLINE FOR JUb Y 1993
NEW YORK BAR EXAM

